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PEPNet (the Promising and Effective Practices Network)
is one of the nation's premier resources on what works

in youth employment and development. With
information and materials based on practices and

research in the field, PEPNet offers youth
initiatives, policy makers and funders a

PEPNet knowledge base of effective strategies and
approaches; opportunities for professional development and networking;
and a capacity-building process of self assessment and continuous improve-
ment. The National Youth Employment Coalition manages PEPNet with
funding from the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training
Administration, Ford Foundation, Charles Stewart Mott Foundation and
Pinkerton Foundation.

About the
National Youth
Employment Coalition

The National Youth Employment Coalition (NYEC) is a
f network of over 170 youth employment/developmentji organizations dedicated to promoting policies and

initiatives that help young people succeed in becoming
lifelong learners, productive workers and self-sufficientfr citizens. In addition to recognizing, promoting and
increasing support for effective practices, NYEC's

projects include the New Leaders Academy, designed to
identify and develop rising leaders in the youth field, and the formulation of
an instrument capable of measuring Indicators of Youth Economic Achieve-
ment. Two recent initiatives focus on building the capacity of organizations
and communities to better serve youthful offenders and out-of-school youth.
NYEC is funded by member dues and grants from The Ford Foundation,
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund, Annie E.
Casey Foundation, Pinkerton Foundation, Texaco Inc., and U.S. Department
of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

The PEPNet acronym and logo are trademarks of the National Youth Employment Coalition.

For information about PEPNet
or NYEC membership, materials or resources,

fax (202) 659-0399 or visit www.nyec.org

National Youth Employment Coalition
1836 Jefferson Place, NW

Washington, DC 20036
(202) 659-1064 3



For youth programs, funders, policy makers,
researchers and others interested in effective
practices for youth employment and youth
development.

Please take a few moments to complete this form
and return it to NYEC. Having this information
allows us to keep you up to date on PEPNet's
activities and latest publications. Just as impor-
tantly, this form allows us to capture the impact
of PEPNet so we can make the case to continue
expanding PEPNet's tools and services.

Name:

Organization:

Address:

City, State/Province, Zip:

Telephone:

Title:

PEPNet
Registration

Form

Email:

Fax:

Web:

How do you plan to use PEPNet?

Youth Programs:
We intend to use the PEPNet knowledge base.
We intend to use the Improvement Process.

1. We intend to undertake the Self Assessment.
2. We have used the Self Assessment and are ready to
apply for the status of PEPNet Builder.

3. We hope to apply for PEPNet Recognition and will
follow instructions on p. 51.

other (explain below)

Others:
We intend to use PEPNet to...

inform policy development.
inform, funding decisions.
inform WIA implementation.
other (explain below).

Please BRIEFLY tell us who you are and how you heard about PEPNet:

Please submit this registration form to:
National Youth Employment Coalition Fax: (202) 659-0399

1836 Jefferson Place, NW Email: pm@nyec.org
Washington, DC 20036

or register online on the Improvement Process page: www.nyec.org/pepnet
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What's New
in 2001
The 2001 Effective Practices Criteria Workbook
closely follows the format and content of the 2000
version of the same publication. As you page
through this year's document, you will notice that
we have made the following enhancements, based
on our experiences.

The 22 PEPNet Criteria have remained mostly
unchanged, though we made considerable addi-
tions to 0M2 and YD6. We have expanded both
of these Criteria to reflect what we have learned
about issues of institutional racism and discrimina-
tion. These additions are also reflected in 0M2
and YD6 in the Self Assessment and in the PEPNet
Application. Category 5, Evidence of Success, has
been clarified to reflect the importance for youth
initiatives to capture and clearly communicate
their impacts to people outside the organization.
We also emphasize the importance of matching
outcomes to purpose. You will notice that we have
provided a new Sample Outcomes Chart to assist
initiatives in expressing this data. Additionally,

iv

minor clarifications have been made to 0M1,
0M4, YD2, WD3, WD4, ES2 and ES3.

Also new to this year's document is the PEPNet
Improvement Process for Programs (pp. 7-11), a
cyclical process for engaging programs in con-
tinuous improvement. We have used a numbering
system throughout the book to help programs
understand how each of the PEPNet tools fits into
the bigger picture of continuous improvement.
Also, we have included new and/or improved
tools to assist programs in taking steps toward
continuous improvement. These include a new
Self Assessment Matrix and PEPNet Builder
Certification Form, a modified Registration Form
and clearer instructions for the PEPNet Applica-
tion.

If you have any questions about these changes or
if you have thoughts for PEPNet's own cycle of
continuous improvement, please send us a note at
nyec@nyec.org.

KEY:

Numbered triangles delineate steps in the
PEPNet Improvement Process.

Lettered triangles delineate milestones in the
PEPNet Improvement Process.
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This Workbook is a tool and a resource on
effective practices. To start, flip through it,
explore, and find how it will be most useful to
YOU. As you use this book and the PEPNet
Criteria, we recommend you also consult
PEPNet's website at www.nyec.org/pepnet, for a
wealth of examples on effective practice orga-
nized under the PEPNet criteria.

This Workbook contains:

PEPNet Registration Form (p. i). The entry
point to PEPNet. Return this simple form to
access PEPNet's materials, network and
information.

Introduction (p. 1). Background, context,
goals, resources and benefits of PEPNet.
How youth initiatives, funders, policy makers
and others can benefit from PEPNet.

Improvement Process for Programs (p. 7).
A step-by-step explanation of PEPNet's
continuous improvement cycle for program
development.

PEPNet Criteria for Effective Practices
(p. 13). Detailed explanation of PEPNet's
Criteria, based on research and practice.

PEPNet Self Assessment (p. 29). The self
assessment is a process by which an initiative
answers the question, "Where are we?" It is
a set of questions an initiative can use to
diagnose its quality. An initiative may
use this tool at any time to examine itself,
document successes and plan improvements.
Programs may apply for designation as
PEPNet Builders after completing the Self
Assessment.

PEPNet 2001 Application (p. 47). The
Application for Recognition may be

PEPNET 2001 CRITERIA WORKBOOK

What's in
this Workbook

submitted by any initiative that provides
employment/development services for young
people ages 14-25. An initiative desiring
recognition and feedback from reviewers
answers a set of Application questions
organized around the PEPNet Criteria. Due
April 19, 2001. The PEPNet 2002
Application will be due April 18, 2002.

Appendices (p. 63). Includes Recommended
References, representing a few of the
important and timely resources available
around the topic of effective youth practice.
Also includes a list of current PEPNet
Awardees.

This workbook may be downloaded from
www.nyec.org.
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"PEPNet's
network is

extraordinary.
I've valued

every chance
I've had to

share with and
learn from the

committed,
quality youth

providers who
are part of
PEPNet."

Phil Matero,
Los Angeles
Conservation

Corps, Los
Angeles, CA
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What is the Promising and
Effective Practices Network?

PEPNet is a powerful framework for program
improvement, a system for national recognition
and one of the country's premier resources on
what works in youth development and employ-
ment. It offers access to a rich knowledge base of
effective practice, networking connections
around the country and opportunities for profes-
sional development and program validation.

PEPNet can help people in the youth develop-
ment/employment field make sure they are either
running a quality initiative or supporting effective
programming. And most of this help is free.

If you are looking for ...
A framework for comparison and
improvement
Information about what works in youth
employment and development
Recognition of your program's exemplary
practices
Networking connections around the country
and opportunities for professional development

... then please read on!

Where did the PEPNet
Criteria come from?

PEPNet emerged from effective initiatives in the
field, augmented with information from research,
educational reform efforts and the "quality
movement." In 1996, NYEC and a national
Working Group of practitioners, policy makers
and researchers identified practices common to
effective programs and organized these into 5
broad categories:

Purpose and Activities
Organization and Management
Youth Development
Workforce Development
Evidence of Success

PEPNET 2001 CRITEIUA WORKBOOK 10

How does PEPNet use the
Criteria to reach its goals?

Recognizing high standards of
effective practice.
The Criteria are the basis for selecting PEPNet
Awardees. Since 1996, nearly 200 initiatives have
completed the PEPNet Application for Recogni-
tion and undergone the rigorous PEPNet review
process, with 58 recognized as PEPNet Awardees.
(See pp. 66-67 for a list of Awardees.)

Building a knowledge base of what works.
Using the Critieria, PEPNet has been able to
"mine" the youth employment/development field,
asking practitioners questions to ascertain how,
from practical experience, they implement the
elements of the criteriawhat strategies, tech-
niques and approaches they use. The PEPNet
Awardees are the primary source of the "hows"
of effective practice. The result is a rich database
of information on the PEPNet Criteria, reinforcing
their importance and providing a wealth of
examples of what effective programs and initia-
tives actually do.

Sharing information from the knowledge base.
Youth initiatives generally operate only within
their local communities, often with little opportu-
nity to share their work and practices with others
in the field. PEPNet enables effective initiatives to
provide policy makers, funders and others with
more than anecdotes about what works. Four
PEPNet-recognized programs took the lessons
learned from PEPNet to Capitol Hill, testifying in
both the House and Senate as Congress drafted
the Workforce Investment Act of 1998.

PEPNet also shares its growing wealth of infor-
mation through written materials, conferences
(PEPNet Institutes), workshops, the network of
PEPNet Awardees and the World Wide Web.

Improving the field.
The PEPNet Criteria themselves are a powerful
framework for improvement, and PEPNet has
enhanced their usefulness with tools such as the
Self Assessment and Application for Recognition.
PEPNet encourages programs to engage in a
process of continual improvement and works
with policy makers and funders to use the Criteria

3



and the other PEPNet tools to promote effective
programming.

Using the Criteria can also help youth organiza-
tions better meet the requirements of major
federal workforce legislation. The Workforce
Investment Act of 1998 (WIA) reflects many of
the practices identified by PEPNet as central for
effective youth employment/development pro-
gramming. These include long-term comprehen-
sive services, work-based learning, extended
follow-up services, youth development activities,
adult mentoring, and different outcomes for
youth of different ages. (For more information on
how PEPNet Criteria align with WIA, visit
www.nyec.org/pepnet/network.htm) In the
solicitation for Youth Opportunity! applicants, the
U.S. Department of Labor referred to the PEPNet
Criteria as similar to the core principles of the
Youth Opportunity Initiative.

And PEPNet's message is spreading to other
countries. Canada used PEPNet as the model for
case studies at a federal convening of the Asian
Pacific Economic Consortium and a group of
organizations in South Africa is drawing from
PEPNet to create criteria for effective youth
development programs in that nation.

Connecting the youth field with other quality
initatives.

PEPNet applies the concepts of continuous
improvement and quality management from the
private and public sectors to youth employment/
development programs. PEPNet grew out of a
larger "quality movement," which emphasizes
that organizations need to take responsibility for
improving their own capacity by examining what
they are doing and improving performance and
results. The quality movement started in the
business world and expanded to public organiza-
tions. One example is the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award Program, overseen by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, for the business,
education and health care sectors. Baldrige was a
foundation for PEPNet, and several sections of
the 2000 Baldrige Education Criteria are quoted
in this document.

4

In the last several years the U.S. Department of
Labor has applied this
quality movement
specifically toward
workforce development
and has brought
several quality
initiatives together via Workforce Excellence
Network (WEN). WEN is the national leadership
entity charged with promoting, facilitating, vali-
dating and marketing performance excellence in
the new workforce investment system. WEN seeks
to create a world-class workforce development
system highlighting continuous improvement
tools and approaches, including the Malcolm
Baldrige criteria. To keep a prominent focus on
youth efforts, NYEC is collaborating with WEN
and PEPNet is a WEN partner.

How can YOU use the
PEPNet Criteria?

Practitioners want to make their youth employ-
ment and development initiatives more effective.
They can use the PEPNet Criteria to:

Learn what works;
Document success;
Plan improvements;
Get recognition;
Share information;
Contribute to a database of effective
practice; and
Inform the development of new programs.

PEPNet offers practitioners a continuous improve-
ment process that incorporates self assessment,
capacity building, networking, recognition and
self assessment. Program directors and staff can
use the PEPNet Criteria, in the form of the Self
Assessment, to compare their work and processes
against effective practices; improve their activities;
learn about effective approaches; and develop
staff capacity.

Practitioners can then use the Criteria, in the form
of the Application for Recognition, to receive
written feedback from peer reviewers and, if
judged to meet the PEPNet Criteria, receive
acknowledgment and national recognition for
effective practice.

11 *NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION



Policy makers, funders and others want to
promote programming that works. They can
use the PEPNet Criteria to:

Gain a clear picture of what a quality
program is;
Inform the development of criteria to guide
funding decisions;
Improve the assessment and selection of
youth initiatives;
Ensure policies are coherent and viable;
Help initiatives increase capacity;
Identify areas for technical support; and
Promote programming that works.

Around the Nation: Some Examples

Private Industry Councils (PICs) and
Workforce Investment Boards need to
determine what services to provide/solicit
and decide which programs have the
greatest potential for success. The North-
west Washington PIC used the Self
Assessment to inform the development of
a comprehensive youth program under
WIA. The City of Cincinnati Employ-
ment and Training Division adopted the
Self Assessment as a tool to evaluate
proposals for funding. It also included
questions pertaining to the five PEPNet
categories on its Request for Proposals.
The responses to these questions were
then incorporated into the contracts.
monitored and evaluated to ensure the
outcomes were achieved.

Some entities have developed their own
systems. The Massachusetts Best Prac-
tices -Network and Pittsburgh (PA)'s
Effective Practices Challenge seek to
identify and publicly recognize strong
programs that serve youth. Both drew
extensively from PEPNet in developing
self assessment and application systems.

The Fannie Mae Foundation drew on
the PEPNet Criteria to reinvent its criteria
for youth employment grant making.
And Worksystems Inc.. the workforce
board in Portland, OR, used PEPNet for
capacity building, subsidizing youth
serving contractor attendance at the
PEPNet Institute.

PEPNET 2001 CRITERIA WORKBOOK

What's in the PEPNet
Knowledge Base?

PEPNet offers a variety of tools and professional
development opportunities to help initiatives
improve youth programming and build capacity.

TOOLS: The following tools are available for
free on the PEPNet web site, www.nyec.org/
pepnet. Hard copies may be ordered from NYEC
by fax request to (202) 659-0399.

PEPNet Criteria for Effective Practices:
(included in this workbook, pp. 13-28)
Detailed examination of 22 key elements
identified by PEPNet as common to effective
youth employment and development programs.
The Criteria, organized into five categories, can
help youth initiatives document and improve
their services and also inform policy makers,
funders and the public about what works
for youth.

Self Assessment: (included in this workbook,
pp. 29-45) Using this set of questions, based
on the PEPNet Criteria, an initiative can
diagnose its effectiveness, document success,
develop staff, enhance teamwork and identify
and plan improvements. Initiatives completing
a PEPNet Self Assessment can achieve the
national designation of "PEPNet Builder."

Index to Effective Practices: Specific effective
practices identified from PEPNet Awardees and
organized by the PEPNet Criteria categories.
The Index makes it possible to search for
information by a specific practice (examples
include follow-up, staff development, youth
leadership, employer engagement). The Index
is based on information contained in the
applications of the PEPNet Awardees, and
includes over 500 effective practices.

Awardee Profiles: A 2-3 page case study of
each of the 58 PEPNet Awardees, with contact
information, a brief description of the program
and its background, mission and target
population and examples of effective practices
for each Criteria category. The practices in the
profiles are from the program's PEPNet
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Application and are referenced in the Index
to Effective Practice.

Funding Strategies and Demographics Chart:
Sources of funding for each of the PEPNet
Awardees. The chart captures the wide
diversity of funding that Awardees have
assembled to effectively meet the needs of
young people.

Application: (included in this workbook,
pp. 47-61) Each year, PEPNet invites youth
employment/development programs to
complete the Application for Recognition, due
in April. Programs that demonstrate
effectiveness in all five categories are
presented the PEPNet Award during a
ceremony in Washington, D.C. in September.
Programs that demonstrate effectiveness in
three of five categories (including Purpose and
Activities) are granted the status of PEPNet
Promising Program.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: For more
information about PEPNet's activities, visit our
website at www.nyec.org or call (202) 659-1064.

PEPNet Institutes: Institutes focus on effective
practicewhat is working on the ground level
in youth employment/development
programming. The workshops are led by
PEPNet Awardees but promote dialogue and the

6

sharing of information among all participants.
PEPNet Institutes are a powerful opportunity to
network with and learn from a diverse group of
practitioners committed to young people.

PEPNet Reviewers: Each year teams of
PEPNet reviewers, volunteers from the field of
youth employment and youth development,
work together to recommend applicants for
PEPNet Recognition. Reviewers read
approximately four 40-page applications and
work in teams to determine if the program
should be granted PEPNet recognition and
develop feedback. The entire process tends
to take about 3-4 days of reviewers' time
(including one day of required training) over a
four-week period in May-June. Past reviewers
have told us it was an energizing experience
that not only allowed them to help other
programs improve, but also provided them
with valuable professional development
networking with other youth professionals
and exploring ideas about what works for
youth.

New Leaders Academy: A separate project of
NYEC. Rising staff in the youth employment/
development field may apply for this year-long
fellowship, which includes training in
management, policy and effective youth
practice.

13
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"PEPNet
houses a unique

store of
information on

effective
practice. It has

become a
cornerstone of
our continuous
improvement
efforts which

ensure we make
a difference for

youth."

Bernice
Lever, Arizona
Call-A-Teen/

Center of
Excellence

Charter School,
Phoenix, AZ
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The PEPNet Improvement
Process for Programs

The purpose of continuous improvement is to
achieve ever-higher levels of effectiveness for an
initiative's stakeholders. PEPNet offers youth
employment and development programs a seven-
step cyclical process of continuous improvement
that incorporates self assessment, reflection and
planning, capacity building, external assessment,
recognition and, again, self assessment. Within
the process are four milestones (noted A-D
below), acknowledging specific accomplish-
ments. Funders, policy makers and others in the
field may find it helpful to use and adapt
PEPNet's process as they work with programs to
ensure quality and identify support needs.

REGISTER

Programs begin the process by submitting a
registration form expressing interest in using
PEPNet and requesting PEPNet materials.

SELF ASSESSMENT

The process of continuous improvement begins
by analyzing the program and its practices and
comparing these against reliable criteria. To help
with this process, PEPNet provides its Self Assess-
ment, a set of questions derived from the PEPNet
Criteria. The Self Assessment enables a program
to document its successes, identify weaknesses
and plan improvements. The Self Assessment
Matrix (pp. 38-42) is provided as an internal tool
to guide completion of the Self Assessment.

Milestone A PEPNET BUILDER. This
acknowledges a program for committing to
self assessment and improvement. A program
achieves this status by submitting a Builder
Certification Form (a brief summary of its
Self Assessment process, p. 43) to NYEC
after completing the Self Assessment. PEPNet
Builders can use the designation as certifica-
tion of their commitment to continuous
improvement.

PEPNET 2000 CRITERIA WORKBOOK

REFLECTION AND PLANNING/CAPACITY BUILDING

Having undertaken the Self Assessment, staff
members reflect on the process, evaluate lessons
learned, and make plans. This is a key stage at
which to use PEPNet resources (see PEPNet
Knowledge Base, p. 5) and other resources to
work on improvement areas, promote successes,
develop staff and enhance teamwork. It is also
the point at which a youth initiative decides
whether to apply for external assessment (peer
review) and PEPNet recognition. Because the
application process is time consuming, PEPNet
provides PEPNet Builders with a tool, the Pre-
Application Exercise*, to help determine if the
program would benefit from applying.

A 4APPLY FOR EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT AND

PEPNET RECOGNITION
Programs applying for feedback and recognition
submit the Intent to Apply form (p. 49) by March
of the award year and the full Application for
Recognition by the April deadline.

5

PEER REVIEW

A PEPNet volunteer panel reviews each of the
applications. The panel consists of youth employ-
ment practitioners, researchers and policy makers
who know and understand youth programming.
After reviewing an application individually, panel
members meet to develop a consensus regarding
the recommendation for the PEPNet Award and to
prepare comments to be sent to the applicant. The
feedback addresses both the content and clarity
of the response regarding the PEPNet Criteria and
provides suggestions for improvement.

Milestone D PEPNET PROMISING PRO-

GRAM. This acknowledges a program that
submits a completed application and meets
the PEPNet Criteria for Purpose and Activities
and two other PEPNet categories. PEPNet
Promising Programs can use the designation
as certification of their promising approaches
and their commitment to quality program-
ming and continuous improvement. They also
will be encouraged to reapply for recognition
the following year.

The Pre-Application Exercise is provided by NYEC to all
PEPNet Builders and is available online on the Improvement
Process page at www.nyec.org/pepnet or by fax request at
(202) 659-0399.



RECEIVE RECOGNITION

Applicants that demonstrate effectiveness in all
five PEPNet Categories are recognized at the
PEPNet Awards Ceremony in Washington, DC,
are profiled in PEPNet and NYEC materials, and
become part of PEPNet's prestigious effective
practices network.

MilestoneA PEPNet Awardee. This
recognizes a program that meets the PEPNet
Criteria in all five PEPNet categories. PEPNet
Awardees are exemplars of quality program-
ming and continuous improvement and
national leaders in the field of youth employ-
ment.

Milestone 1J PEPNet Renewal Awardee.
This recognizes PEPNet Awardees that
continue to meet all categories of PEPNet
Criteria after 3-5 years of winning their
original Awards. PEPNet Renewal Awardees
are recognized for continued excellence in
the youth employment/development field.
They also are adding to a knowledge base of
practices contributing to program longevity.

NETWORKING/CAPACITY BUILDING

As recognized programs, PEPNet Awardees
connect with other Awardees, make presentations
around the country, and assist youth employment
and development programs, policy makers and
others requesting help. They use PEPNet re-
sources to continuously improve and inform the
PEPNet knowledge base with examples of effec-
tive practice (see PEPNet Knowledge Base, p. 5).

10

SELF ASSESSMENT

PEPNet Awardees complete the full cycle of
continuous improvement 3 to 5 years after
receiving the Award. Awardees conduct a self
assessment before applying for Renewal status.
An Awardee submits the Intent to Renew by
February of their renewal year and completes and
submits the Renewal Application by the deadline
in April. Renewal Applications are available
online on the Improvement Process page at
www.nyec.org/pepnet or by fax request at 202-
659 -0399.

Benefits of Participation
Framework for Improvement
Networking
Access to PEPNet Knowledge Base
Professional Development

Milestone A: PEPNet Builders
Certificate of Designation
Listed in NYEC Newsletter and Website

Milestone B: PEPNet Promising Programs
All Benefits of PEPNet Builders
Free External Evaluation/Feedback from
PEPNet Review Board
Discounts at PEPNet Institutes

Milestone C: PEPNet Awardees
All Benefits of PEPNet Promising Programs
Awards Ceremony and Plaque
Nationally Recognized Exemplar of
Effective Practice
External Validation
Promotion, Publicity, Visibility
Contribute to PEPNet Knowledge Base

Milestone D: PEPNet Renewal Awardees
All Benefits of PEPNet Awardees
Nationally Recognized Exemplar of Ongoing
Effective Practice

16
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The PEPNet Improvement Process
A Cycle

of Continuous
Improvement

Networking
Capacity Building

Receive Recognition

Milestones

Builder

Promising Program

Awardee

Renewal Awardee

Register

Self-Assessment

Peer Review
and Feedback

Reflection
and Planning

Complete Pre-
Application Exercise

Submit Intent to Apply

Apply for
External Assessment/

Recognition
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"PEPNet was
very

empowering
for us,

because it
helped us

document all
the positive
things we

were
accomplishing

with young
people. This

has enabled us
to do our jobs
better and to

make the case
to others why

youth
programming

is so
important."

Jim Batey,
Ohio

Department
of Natural
Resources

Civilian
Conservation
Corps, Zaleski

Camp,
McArthur, OH
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PEPNet Criteria
for Effective

Practices

Youth
Development

Evidence
of

Succes.

PEPNet
PROMISING & EFFECTIVE
PRACTICES NETWORK
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PEPNet Criteria for
Effective Practices

1. Purpose and Activities

PA 1
PA2
PA3

Mission
Target Youth
Activities

2. Organization and Management

0M1
0M2
0M3
0M4
0M5

Leadership
Staff Development
Collaboration
Continuous Improvement
Funding

3. Youth Development

YD1 Youth/Adult Relationships
YD2 Building Youths' Responsibility and

Leadership Skills
YD3 Individual Focus and Age/Stage

Appropriate Outlook
YD4 Family and Peer Support
YD5 Supportive Services and Opportunities
YD6 Building Sense of Self and of Group

4. Workforce Development

WD1 Career Awareness. Planning
and Readiness

WD2 Employer Engagement
WD3 Work and Learning Connection
WD4 Competencies Emphasis
WD5 Extended Follow-up

5. Evidence of Success

ES1
ES2
ES3

Descriptive Data
Outcome Data
Comparative Measures

PEPNEr 2001 CRITERIA WORKBOOK

The PEPNet Criteria provide a framework for
initiative self assessment, for making PEPNet
awards, for giving feedback to applicants and for
sharing information on effective practices.
Understanding and using the Criteria can help
youth initiatives document and improve their
services. The Criteria can also inform policy
makers, funders and the public about what works
for youth.

The Criteria, organized into five broad "Catego-
ries," were developed by a diverse working group
of youth professionals. The group believed these
criteria reflect the key elements that contribute to
effective programming. This belief has been
reinforced and refined by five years of PEPNet
experience.

la
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Purpose and Activities (Category 1)

Effective initiatives have clear and well-under-
stood aims and a coherent, well-organized set of
components and activities to attain them.

Effective programs do not try to do everything
for everyone. Their design and operation reflect
clear priorities and goals in terms of the type of
youth they target, what they seek to accomplish
and the kinds of services, supports, and activities
they offer.

There is no single model for an effective youth
employment/development program. Many
different kinds of approaches work for young
people. However, whatever the approach, the
coherence of purpose and activities is key to
effectiveness. The mission and its accomplish-
ment form the backbone of an initiative and is
reflected throughout the other PEPNet categories
and criteria.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Creating a sense of organizational purpose
through screening and orientation

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

PA1 Mission: The initiative presents a clear and
consistent mission.

The mission is the heart of the initiative and
provides the basis for continuous improvement.
With a clear, consistent mission, the initiative
leaders, staff, participants and other stakeholders
are able to adapt to new priorities or challenges
while staying focused on the initiative's goals. In
effective initiatives, all stakeholders periodically
revisit the mission to ensure its continued rel-
evance.

Where the initiative is part of a larger, multi-
program organization, both the organization and
initiative should have a clearly understood
mission/purpose. The aims of the initiative should
relate to and support those of the parent organiza-
tion.

16

PA2 Target Youth: There is a logical relationship
between the initiative's mission, activities and the
youth it serves.

Many young people can benefit from youth
employment/development programming. Effec-
tive initiatives realize that they cannot serve
everyone. Instead, they target, recruit and select
the young people most likely to benefit from the
program's purpose and activities. In doing so,
they often establish referral linkages with organi-
zations and agencies serving those youth.

PA3 Activities: The initiative's mission shapes its
structure and offerings.

The match between purpose and activities runs
throughout the PEPNet Criteria. For example, if
an initiative's mission includes an intent to
improve academic achievement of young people,
it should offer appropriate academic services or
links to them. If an initiative aims to build respon-
sibility, the program should include opportunities
for making decisions.

20
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Organization and Management
(Category 2)

Effective initiatives are well managed, work in
collaboration with others and are committed to
continuous improvement.

This category addresses the internal operations of
the initiative and the extent to which they support
"quality management," a concept adopted by
many businesses and public organizations.
Effective initiatives recognize that organizational
stability; qualified, committed, ethical staff; low
staff turnover; good management; stable leader-
ship; and commitment to continuous improve-
ment, including stakeholder involvement and use
of data; are key elements of quality management.

The points addressed in this category are also
factors in the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award for education institutions. The quotes used
below, amended to reflect youth initiatives, are
from the 2000 Education Criteria for Perfor-
mance Excellence, "Education Criteria: Core
Values, Concepts and Framework." (For full cite,
see Recommended References, p. 65).

OM Leadership: The initiative maintains a
strong, engaged, continuous and competent
leadership.

"A [youth initiative's] senior leaders need to set
directions and create a [youth]-focused, learning-
oriented climate, clear and visible directions, and
high expectations [and] balance the needs of all
stakeholders. Leaders need to take part in the
development of strategies, systems and methods
for [increasing effectiveness]. [These] strategies
should help guide all activities and decisions of
[the initiative]. Senior leaders should inspire and
motivate the entire...staff and should encourage
involvement, development and learning, innova-
tion and creativity by all...staff.

"In addition to their important role within the
organization, senior leaders have other avenues
to strengthen [youth employment/development].
[These include] building community support and
aligning community and business leaders and
community services with this aim," (Baldrige
Education Criteria, p. 2.)

PEPNEr 2001 CRITERIA WORKBOOK

Stable and continuous leadership is key to organi-
zational success. However, longevity in itself
does not ensure effectiveness; also essential is
strong, engaged and competent leadership that is
committed to accomplishing the initiative's
mission.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Maintaining continuous leadership
www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

0M2 Staff Development: The initiative
incorporates staff development as a
management strategy.

"An organization's success depends increasingly
on the knowledge, skills, innovative creativity
and motivation of its...staff." (Baldrige Education
Criteria, p. 3.) The Baldrige Criteria emphasize
that staff success depends on having meaningful
opportunities to develop and practice new knowl-
edge and skills. Initiatives need to invest in the
development of staff through ongoing education,
training and opportunities for continuing growth
in order to achieve staff stability and continuity.

Youth initiatives need staff that have an under-
standing of youth development and see young
people as assets, not liabilities. As a first step, this
means having clear, cogent minimum qualifica-
tions for individual staff positions and communi-
cating high expectations. Staff must work well
with youth and be committed to the growth and
success of all participants regardless of race,
ethnicity, class, religion, sexual orientation,
gender, age, religion, physical or mental ability,
or other group affiliation, as well as any
barriers they may face (i.e., dropout, offender,
etc). This may mean providing staff with opportu-
nities to increase skills and competencies and
heighten awareness of other groups and their
understanding of the impacts of racial stereotyp-
ing and both covert and overt racism, sexism and
other discrimination.

The initiative must also promote a management
strategy that helps staff to become aware of
institutional practices that may promote discrimi-
nation or racism. For example, do all youth have
equal opportunities for advancement, job place-
ments or leadership? Does the initiative make
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geographic or transportation decisions that may
discriminate (i.e., How can inner-city youth
access suburban jobs? How does the program
recruit new members from isolated neighbor-
hoods or rural areas?). Do the staff, wall
decorations, pictures and books reflect the
diversity of the youth participants? Do staff
members of diverse backgrounds interact
with one another and set the standard as positive
role models?

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
CY Practices to find out about:

Structuring release time for professional
development
Staff career development plans

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

0M3 Collaboration: The initiative leverages
resources through collaboration.

"[Initiatives] should...seek to build internal and
external partnerships to better accomplish their
overall goals" ( Baldrige Education Criteria, p. 4).
Collaboration is working with other organizations
to use and leverage all the resources of the
community for youth. Collaborations are a key
way that youth programs can accomplish an
ambitious or broad mission, enabling an initiative
to coordinate an array of community services and
activities for youth rather than providing the
supports directly or foregoing them completely.

Collaborations should be active and on-going and
they can be both formal and informal. Collabora-
tion means that an initiative has determined that
some kind of relationship with another organiza-
tion is in its best interest and will result in better
services to participants and stakeholders, reduced
costs or some other objective the initiative seeks
to achieve.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Building strong collaborative partnerships
with a variety of community agencies

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm
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0M4 Continuous Improvement: The initiative is
committed to a continuous improvement strategy.

In order to achieve ever-higher levels of perfor-
mance, an organization must continuously
improve all that it does. Continuous improvement
"needs to be embedded in the way [the initiative]
operates [so that it]: (1) is a regular part of the
daily work of all...staff and [youth]; (2) is prac-
ticed at personal, work unit/department and
organizational levels; (3) results in solving
problems at their source; (4) is focused on shar-
ing knowledge throughout the organization; and
(5) is driven by opportunities to effect significant
change and do better. Sources for learning [can]
include...staff ideas, successful practices of other
organizations and educational and learning
research findings" (Baldrige Education Criteria,
p. 3). Continuous improvement should be based
on facts, such as data on your operations and
results, and include systematic cycles of plan-
ning, implementation and evaluation.

Stakeholders, including youth, staff, funders,
community members and employers, among
others, can make significant contributions to
improvement efforts. Effective programs use
various approaches to determine stakeholder
expectations and needs, to obtain and use their
input, and to communicate to them initiative
changes and successes. In particular, involving
youth in continuous improvement not only
enables the program to better meet youths' needs,
it can be a major learning and growth opportunity
for youth.

Continuous improvement calls for information
and analysis. Effective initiatives develop systems
that allow them to make fact-based decisions in
planning, managing and improving operations. In
this 0M4 criterion, PEPNet examines how an
initiative uses data for management decision
making. For more about types of data an initia-
tive might collect, see Category 5, Evidence of
Success, on p. 27.

22
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00,
Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Using various measures to assess initiative

progress
Generating stakeholder feedback and
sharing information with stakeholders
Basing management decisions on analysis

of information
www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

0M5 Funding: The initiative attracts stable and
diverse funding.

Funding is an ongoing challenge for youth
employment/development initiatives. Without
stable funding, an initiative will not be able to
sustain services to youth. Effective programs
make sure current (and potential) funders know
what is happening in the initiative and keep them
informed of program successes.

Although not a requirement for the PEPNet
Award, PEPNet recognizes the importance of
diverse funding sources. Effective initiatives,
even those who get most of their funds from a
single source, seek additional resources both to
provide additional services and opportunities and
to increase their financial independence. Non-
financial resourcesfrom in-kind donations to
collaborations and morecan be important
contributions as well.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Successfully diversifying funding
Generating in-kind support

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

Also visit the PEPNet Awardee Funding
Strategies and Demographics Chart on the
PEPNet home page at www.nyec.org/pepnet
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Youth Development (Category 3)

Effective initiatives consciously rely on youth
development principles to identify activities and
shape the program environment, structure and
operations.

There has been increasing recognition that the
most effective youth employment initiatives
understand and build on the natural growth and
development processes young people experience.
"Youth development"a point of view as much
as a set of activitiesencompasses the formal
and informal ways that initiatives engage youth
and encourage positive growth and development.

An understanding of youth development recog-
nizes that:

young people, particularly 14- to 25-year-olds,
are undergoing a rapid, intensive and, for
them, frequently confusing phase of human
development;
young people vary tremendously in their
growth rates and maturity levels and are
simultaneously developing physically,
cognitively, socially, morally and emotionally;
young people should be valued, appreciated
and engaged as resources (rather than seen as
passive recipients of service);
a program environment must be a place youth
want to come to, where they feel physically
and emotionally safe, where they have fun but
are also challenged.

Youth development connects and integrates
readily with a youth employment initiative. In
fact, work in itself can be a powerful develop-
mental tool, a means for learning, building
responsibility and achieving personal develop-
ment and growth. Effective initiatives depend on
the incorporation of youth development thinking,
principles and activities to provide varied and
ongoing opportunities for young people to grow
and mature.

20

Youth Development (n) A process which
prepares young people to meet the challenges
of adolescence and adulthood through a
coordinated, progressive series of activities
and experiences which help them to become
socially, morally, emotionally, physically and
cognitively competent. Positive youth devel-
opment addresses the broader developmental
needs of youth. in contrast to deficit-based
models which focus solely on youth problems.
(National Collaboration for Youth)

For more background on Youth Development,
visit the National Youth Development Informa-
tion Center at www.nydic.org

YD1 Youth/Adult Relationships: The initiative
nurtures sustained relationships between youth
and caring, knowledgeable adults.

Research, experience and intuition all support the
value to young people of connections with
caring, competent adults. As noted in a recent
compendium of evaluation studies by the Ameri-
can Youth Policy Forum (More Things that DO
Make a Difference, p. x), "From first entry into [a
program], caring, knowledgeable adults are
critical to gaining a young person's trust and
commitment. These adults can be teachers,
counselors, mentors, case workers, community
members, program directors or other trained
individuals who understand and deeply care
about youth, who provide young people with
time and attention, work with small numbers of
youth and can demonstrate that they are 'in for
the long haul.'"

These relationships may be formal, connecting
youth to a mentor within the initiative or at the
workplace, and they may be informal, with the
initiative providing opportunities for youth to
interact with staff and neighborhood adults.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Creating strong staff/youth bonds
Developing positive relationships between
employer supervisors and youth

www.nyec.org/peptet/practices.htm
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YD2 Building Youths' Responsibility and Leader-
ship Skills: The initiative engages youth in their
development and sets high expectations for them.

The American Youth Policy Forum's recent
compendium (More Things, p. xi) stresses that
"caring for young people also means guiding
behavior, challenging students and insisting on
personal responsibility and accountability. Youth
will rise to the expectations of adults they trust
and will achieve more positive outcomes in
program settings with these characteristics."
Effective initiatives help young people become
responsible by setting high expectations, holding
youth accountable, engaging them in new roles
and giving them opportunities to lead.

Effective initiatives work to ensure that everyone
involved in the program is committed to each
youth's success and to communicate the highest
expectations and belief in each young person.
High expectations also demand accountability:
effective programs provide structure and set clear,
fair and consistently enforced limits.

Effective initiatives use both the initiative and the
community to give youth opportunities to experi-
ment with new roles and responsibilities. Oppor-
tunities for leadership are an important compo-
nent of efforts to nurture responsibility. Service
learning and community service have become
increasingly recognized as effective mechanisms
for giving youth the chance to see themselves as
resources and contributors and to reinforce the
notions of personal responsibility, involvement
and leadership.

Encouraging youth responsibility and leadership
also means listening to young people's input
about the program, and engaging them in pro-
gram improvement (see also 0M4, above, p. 18).

c, Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Different kinds of leadership roles for youth
Utilizing community service to build
responsibility and leadership

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm
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YD3 Individual Focus and Age/Stage
Appropriate Outlook: The initiative tailors the
program experience for each youth and also
provides age and/or stage appropriate services
for its participants.

Young people, particularly 14- to 25-year olds,
vary tremendously in their maturity levels and
their need for challenge and support.

Effective initiatives individualize services and
activities for participants, keeping in mind each
young person's goals and needs. In such pro-
grams, individual service plans and employability
development plans become active documents that
youth, family members and staff use to guide
program activities and services and enable
informed career decisions. An individualized
plan, based on a thorough assessment, will look
at any and all factors that impact a young
person's development and success and will focus
on assets as well as needs.

A youth development approach also means
understanding and responding to the different
ages and/or stages of development of partici-
pants. For example, less mature youth may not be
ready for a job and may benefit from in-program
work-like activities; older youth may be ready to
take on an outside internship or work experience.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Staff working as a team to coordinate
activities for each participant
Sequencing activities so youth experience
series of successes as they are ready
Providing activities appropriate for different
age groups

WWV4'.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm
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YD4 Family and Peer Support: The initiative
encourages positive relationships with family and
peers.

Young people have many influences outside the
initiative which impact on their success in the
program. An understanding of youth develop-
ment recognizes that young people are part of
and have roles in many areasfamily, school,
work, social groups.

Effective initiatives reach out to parents, guard-
ians or other significant adults in a way that is
appropriate for each participant. The more that
programs can do to foster positive relationships
with family members and encourage family
members to commit to the young person's posi-
tive development, the more successful that young
person will be in the long term. "Family" does
not necessarily mean parents and it does not
mean individuals who are negative influences on
young people. "Family" can be a grandparent, a
neighbor, a siblingwhoever is an important
positive personal influence and support for a
young person outside the program. Programs
may also help to support the development of
healthy family relationships.

Effective initiatives also understand that peers
and peer groups are very strong influences and
are too often negative ones. To ensure that peers
have a positive influence, effective programs help
young people forge peer and peer group relation-
ships that support a young person's program
attachment, achievement and success.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Engaging families in the youths'
program experience
Providing services for families
Developing positive peer relations and
peer groups

w ww.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm
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YD5 Supportive Services and Opportunities: The
initiative provides youth with supportive services
and opportunities beyond education
and training.

Effective initiatives see the "whole young per-
son," recognizing that youth have assets and
needs beyond education and training, and work
to connect young people with necessary and
appropriate supports and opportunities.

Initiatives develop their in-house capacity to
identify and provide services that help young
people grow into well-adjusted citizens. Initia-
tives also forge linkages to other organizations to
augment the range of services and resources
afforded participants. Often supportive services
cover basic needs, such as health, transportation,
clothing, shelter or day care. But supportive
services can also build assets, such as linking a
young person with a love for the guitar to an
instrument and music lessons.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Providing supportive services on site
Linking with community organizations to
provide a wide range of supports

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

YD6 Building Sense of Self and of Group: The
initiative helps youth develop a sense of group
membership while fostering a sense of identity
and self.

Helping young people develop a positive sense
of who they are is a key part of aiding their
development and success in the workplace and in
life. Effective programs address this in many
ways, from personal and life skills development,
to providing opportunities for youth to showcase
their work and skills, to the use of journals, self-
evaluation, and self-reflection.

In addition to helping participants grow their
personal identity, initiatives recognize that young
people need to develop attachments to larger
groups, to belong somewhere. Some initiatives
help their young participants build a group
identity through uniforms, activities and meetings
(also see peer groups, YD4 above).
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Effective initiatives address issues faced by
different groups, depending on the socio-demo-
graphic makeup of youth participants. These
groups include, but are not limited to, racial,
ethnic, gender, class, age, religion, sexual orienta-
tion or physical or mental ability. Initiatives
emphasize some or all of the following depend-
ing on the needs and characteristics of the young
people they work with:

promoting tolerance and awareness of
other groups;
fostering awareness and pride in one's
own culture;
navigating and combating discrimination in the
community, educational institution, workplace,
etc.; and
understanding the impact of racial stereotyping
and both covert and overt racism, sexism and
other discrimination.

0, Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Involving youth in self-reflection, decision
making, life skills development

s. Building group cohesion
Promoting cultural awareness and

navigating discrimination
www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

Also visit the NYEC Institutional Racism page
at www.nyec.org/racism.htm

A
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Workforce Development (Category 4)

Effective initiatives emphasize the development of
skills, knowledge and competencies that lead to
careers and self-sufficiency and stress the con-
nection between learning and work.

In 1990, The Secretary's Commission on Achiev-
ing Necessary Skills (SCANS) was established to
examine the demands of the workplace and
whether young people were capable of meeting
those demands. What they found was that more
than half the young people in the country leave
school without the knowledge or foundation
required to find and hold a good job.

The objectives of youth employment/develop-
ment have changed. Where job placement was
once seen as the primary goal most effective pro-
grams now focus on helping young people develop
the skills, knowledge and competencies required to
succeed in the workforce. To accomplish that,
workforce development components may include
community service, academic instruction and career
exploration and guidance in addition to job readiness
workshops, work experience, internships and skills
training.

Effective youth initiatives recognize and use
work as a developmental tool. They make work a
means for learning, for building responsibility,
and for achieving personal development and
growth.

SCANS Foundation Skills

Basic Skills: Reads, writes, performs
arithmetic and mathematical operations, listens
and speaks.

Thinking Skills: Thinks creatively, makes
decisions, solves problems, visualizes, knows
how to learn and reasons.

Personal Qualities: Displays responsibility,
self esteem, sociability, self management and
integrity and honesty.

More information on SCANS is available at
www.nyec.org/pepnet under "Links to Other
Effective Practices."
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WD1 Career Awareness, Planning and Readiness:
The initiative nurtures career awareness and
embeds career planning and readiness throughout
the program.

Young people who are exposed to a variety of
educational and occupational options are more
likely to focus on an initial career goal and make
positive connections to work and education to
pursue that goal. Career awareness and explora-
tion activities encourage youth to identify their
interests and consider a variety of goals and
careers, including options that may not be tradi-
tional for their gender, race or ethnicity.

Another aspect of this criterion is helping youth
to become job ready and be able to make rational
and informed career decisions. For the first of
these, initiatives help youth develop a work ethic
and a positive attitude about work, have good
communication skills, and know how to work
with different personalities in the workplace. For
the second, they offer career guidance and
counseling.

cyVisit
PEPNet's Index to Effective

Practices to find out about:
Providing access to labor market
information and job listings
Involving youth in Career or Job Clubs,
Career Days and Career Fairs
Workplace readiness preparation

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

WD2 Employer Engagement: The initiative
ensures that employers are actively engaged in
the initiative.

Workforce development activities are most
effective when they are relevant to actual
workforce opportunities and needs. Youth em-
ployment programs traditionally involved em-
ployers in their job placement efforts, but as the
concept of workforce development has ex-
panded, so have the roles employers play.

In addition to providing employment and work
experience, local businesses and public-sector
employers can help design or inform curriculum,
lend equipment, provide instructors, mentors and
speakers and share their technical business
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experience. In many locations, community-wide
employer associations have been established to
support workforce development efforts. Success-
ful initiatives seek to involve, or become involved
with, employers in ways that help accomplish the
initiative's mission, strengthen its offerings and
benefit young participants.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
sC7 Practices to find out about:

Employers sharing technical business
expertise
Employers providing instructional staff,
facilities and other resources
Establishing steering committees and
advisory councils
Teaming with joint labor/management
training programs

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

WD3 Work and Learning Connection: The
initiative relates academic learning to real-life
work issues and situations, stresses active learn-
ing, and engages youth in challenging academic
preparation.

Another important change in workforce develop-
ment has been that of emphasizing the connec-
tion between learning and work. Federal efforts
such as the Workforce Investment Act, School-
To-Work Opportunities Act and grants for devel-
oping national skill standards by industry groups
emphasize that connection. From SCANS to the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award for
Education, there is an emphasis on active learn-
ing and on the development of problem-solving
skills. In today's knowledge economy, businesses
are concerned about finding high quality, reliable
employees who can learn. Effective initiatives
help youth understand that learning is a continual
process that occurs both inside and outside the
classroom.

Academic preparation is an increasingly impor-
tant factor for workplace success and effective
initiatives are designing innovative ways to
provide it. They may focus on helping young
people earn a high school diploma (they may
even operate a charter school) or helping learn
about, enroll in and pay for college. Generally,
programs serving out-of-school youth see GED
preparation as only a first step in an academic
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component. They may integrate challenging
academic work throughout program activities and
they may provide support after a youth has been
accepted at a college. An increasing number offer
community college participation and credits as a
program option.

Experiential learning relates academic learning to
real-life, hands-on issues and situations and
encourages young people to use their knowledge
to solve problems and complete tasks typical to
those in the workplace and the community. One
type of experiential learning, work-based learn-
ing, provides opportunities for youth to experi-
ence the workplace environment first-hand.
Work-based learning includes job shadowing,
volunteer work, internships and paid work
experience and can range from structured com-
munity service to apprenticeship programs. Other
forms of experiential learning include project-
based learning and service learning.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Connections to postsecondary opportunities
Integrating the teaching curriculum around
a career theme
Structuring service learning and community
service experiences

i.vww.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

WD4 Competencies Emphasis: The initiative
documents and communicates competencies
gained by young people.

Participants in youth initiatives need to be able to
communicate what they know and are able to do.
A powerful way to do this is to document compe-
tenciesabilities needed to function well in
work, education and life. Competencies can be
general"soft skills," like communication; others
are occupation specific"hard skills," like
computer repairs.

When designing workforce development activi-
ties, effective initiatives ensure that the competen-
cies developed are relevant to labor market and
post-secondary requirements, and that there is a
mechanism in place to document competency
attainment.
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As they document competencies, effective
programs help youth understand the competen-
cies they have gained, and how to communicate
these to employers and others. Effective pro-
grams will help young people capture these and
learn to use them in interviews, applications and
more. Initiatives may also help young people to
think of competencies gained outside the pro-
gram. For example, a young person may not have
worked before but has raised his two younger
siblings and could talk about his competencies in
organization, responsibility and time manage-
ment.

sc?-
Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Working with employers to validate
industry-specific curricula
Using SCANS and other nationally
recognized tools to document competencies
Assessing progress
Using portfolios

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm

WDS Extended Follow-up: The initiative pro-
vides extended services and support.

Research has shown that in today's economy,
youth progress through a series of jobs before
they settle into the labor market in their late
twenties. This is a natural progression, a part of
development for most young people. Often this
job hopping lacks coherence and one job does
not connect to the next. However, when guided,
young people can use each job as a bridge to the
next and to build an ever-broadening set of skills
and competencies that contributes to their career
preparation. Thus, youth initiatives tend to be more
effective when placement in a job or admission to
a post-secondary institution after completing the
program is not the end of their service. Effective
initiatives often provide continued support to help
youth stay positively connected in societyto the
workforce, education or otherwise. Such support
can also help youth move up the ladder to better
jobs and further education.

Public policy is also recognizing the need for
extended support. The federal Workforce Invest-
ment Act (WIA) requires a year of follow-up
services and Youth Opportunity Grants (a com-
petitive grant program of the WIA) call for two
years of follow-up services.
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aVisit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Involving and supporting alumni
Tracking and providing follow-up services
for at least one year

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm
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Evidence of Success (Category 5)

Effective initiatives collect appropriate and
credible data that enable them to document their
operational effectiveness and their ability to
achieve desired outcomes.

Increasingly, funders, both governmental and
philanthropic, along with the general public, are
concerned about "bottom line" issues: who is
served, what happens to them, does the program
have the impact intended. They want to know if
their investment in social programs makes a real
difference. Therefore, youth initiatives, like other
social programs, must show evidence that their
efforts are having the desired effect.

Effective initiatives have numerous approaches
and techniques available to help determine
effectiveness and to use to enhance offerings.
One useful framework places "measures" and
"data" into three broad, increasingly sophisti-
cated categories: (1) descriptive, (2) outcome and
(3) comparative. The criteria in Evidence of
Success address these three areas. The things a
program measures and the data it collects should
reflect the mission and goals it sets out to
achieve, not simply funding requirements.

A further element of effective initiatives is that
they communicate their statistical and program-
matic information in a manner so that people
outside the agency understand the impact of the
initiative on (and its value to) the participants and
the community.

Effective initatives also use data for continuous
improvement. For simplicity, this PEPNet cat-
egory covers the collection and organization of
different kinds of data and the documentation of
success while Category 2 Organization and
Management (specifically OM 4, continuous
improvement, p. 18) covers the use of this data
for management decision making and program
improvement.

Visit PEPNet's Index to Effective
Practices to find out about:

Collecting data
Using community resources to obtain an
outside assessment

www.nyec.org/pepnet/practices.htm
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ES1 Descriptive Data: The initiative collects
information on its current operations, services
and participants.

Descriptive data provide information describing
the services offered by the initiative to its partici-
pants. Almost every initiative uses descriptive
measures to compile data, usually as part of its
management information system (MIS). The most
effective MIS systems are designed to produce
information that the initiative can use in planning.
They help initiatives determine with precision:
Whom are we serving? What kinds of services
are we providing, and how efficiently?

ES2 Outcome Data: The initiative establishes
measurable objectives that reflect its goals and
collects and communicates solid information
about the results of its activities.

Outcome measures and data concentrate on a
single issue: What tangible results did the initia-
tive achieve? The kinds of results youth initia-
tives most often measure are:

Educational and competency outcomes. These
relate to the progress and achievement a young
person makes in developing academic, life or
job-related skills.

Employment outcomes. These include job
placements, earnings, retention on the job, etc.

Connective outcomes. These include connec-
tions to additional education, another youth
initiative or military service, as well as informa-
tion about outcome costs such as cost per place-
ment or per high school completion.

Initiative-specific outcomes. These reflect the
specialized aims an initiative may have, such as
reductions in teen parenting or involvement with
the justice system.

Youth and stakeholder satisfaction. This is a
means of measuring the extent to which the
initiative is meeting stakeholder needs.

Youth development outcomes. Often more
difficult to measure, these include critical-think-
ing, self-efficacy, resourcefulness, team work.
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ES3 Comparative Measures: The initiative seeks
sources of comparative information and data.

Comparative indicators make it possible for an
initiative to measure its impacts or benefits
against some external standard. Such information
takes documentation beyond the findings of
outcome measures: for example, from whether
youth in the initiative get jobs to whether they do
better than they would have without the initiative
or better than youth in a comparable initiative.

There are several ways to make such compari-
sons. One is to compare the results for youth in
the initiative with known or published data for
similar populations. Published demographic data,
earlier cohorts of program participants, or data
from school or JTPA/WIA, might be used to
compare outcomes for youth in an initiative with
those of a similar out-of-school population.

It is also possible to bring in an outside evaluator,
with background and knowledge of the program
area. Funders will sometimes provide support for
such a study if they are persuaded that the find-
ings will be independent and credible. There are
also relatively inexpensive ways to conduct
evaluations, such as partnering with a local
college or inviting a research firm to study the
initiative. And utilizing PEPNet, while not scien-
tific, provides a kind of comparative measure at
no cost. Engaging in the PEPNet Self Assessment
enables an initiative to document successes and
plan improvements in relation to effective prac-
tice criteria. PEPNet Applicants receive detailed
comments from an outside panel of reviewers
who consider initiatives against PEPNet criteria.
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"Going through
the PEPNet

Self
Assessment knit

Our
program staff

together and we
are now

recognized as
one of the

closest and best
teams in our
agency. It
opened our

horizons and
gave us a new
understanding

of how our
everyday tasks
fit into our
overarching

goals for our
organization
and for our

participants."

Yemi
Olunloyo,

Metropolitan
Career Center,
Philadelphia,

PA
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Using the PEPNet
Self Assessment

The Self Assessment is a detailed tool you can
use to take a closer look at your initative, docu-
ment successes and plan improvements. It is a
tool that can be used in different waysyou may
adapt it to your needs and make it work for you.

Doing a PEPNet Self Assessment will require a
concerted effort over a period of time and the
commitment of staff at all levels of the initiative.
However, conducting the Self Assessment has
many potential benefits. It will give you an
opportunity to compare your program and
practices against reliable criteria. It can engage
staff, leadership, youth and stakeholders in an
examination of the impact of your initiative.
According to organizations that have gone
through the Self Assessment, it also helps develop
staff, enhance teamwork, document success and
identify and plan improvements. A well planned
Self Assessment will inform enhancements to
your initiative, even if you are already making a
difference for young peoplesuch is the nature
of continuous improvement.

The Self Assessment is an important step in the
process of continuous improvement. Upon
completing the Self Assessment, we ask programs
to submit the PEPNet Builder Certification Form,
the first milestone of the PEPNet Improvement
Process and a step toward recognition as a
PEPNet Awardee.

We strongly encourage PEPNet Applicants to
complete the PEPNet Self Assessment before
applying for PEPNet Recognition (see Improve-
ment Process for Programs, p. 7). You will find
that the PEPNet Application questions will easily
follow from the information gained in a PEPNet
Self Assessment.

Questions you may want to consider before you
start the Self Assessment

What Do We Do First?
Submit the Registration to NYEC (p. i);
Read the PEPNet Criteria section (pp. 13-28);
Read the Self Assessment questions (pp. 32-36)
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and Self Assessment Matrix (pp. 38-42); and
Become familiar with the PEPNet Knowledge
Base, p. 5.

Is Management Committed?
Will management take responsibility for the Self
Assessment process?
Will staff get the time and resources necessary
to participate?
Will there be access to necessary data
and information?
Will management be open to the feedback
generated by the Self Assessment?
Will the resulting action plans be implemented?

Is Everyone On Board?
Are all levels of the initiative represented on the
team(s) undertaking the Self Assessment
(including groups such as board members,
funders, youth, staff, community partners)?
Why do we want to conduct a Self Assessment?
Is there a consensus around that purpose?
Does everyone share the same expectations
about what is to be done with the results?

What Else Do We Need to Consider?
If ours is a multi-site or multi-program agency,
should we conduct a Self Assessment for the
entire organization or for just certain sites or
youth initiatives?
Do we want to address all five categories?
What kind of schedule best fits our initiative
short and intense or spread out over a defined
period of time?
How many assessment groups/teams do we
need and what are their responsibilties? What
resources do they each need?
What information do we need? How do we
collect it?
How will we involve the participants?
How will we involve our employer partners?
How will we use the results?

How Will We Organize It?
Any way that works for you. Consider using the
Self Assessment Matrix to help (p. 38). Some
approaches initiatives have used include:

making it the subject of a staff retreat;
identifying certain areas to investigate; and
breaking into teams to address different
questions and then bringing it back to
the whole.
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PEPNet Self Assessment Questions
downloadable in Word and WordPerfect at www.nyec.org/pepnet

Purpose and Activities (Category 1)
Effective initiatives have clear and well-understood aims and a coherent, well-organized set of components
and activities to attain them.

PA1 Mission: The initiative presents a clear and consistent mission.

What purpose is this initiative intended to accomplish, and why?
Does your current mission statement accurately reflect the purpose of the initiative, who is served, the
services offered and the outcomes expected?
Does the mission reflect new or changing priorities?
Can staff, board and youth accurately describe the initiative's mission?
Is there an inclusive process for developing and periodically revisiting the mission and for
communicating it to all stakeholders, including youth?

PA2 Target Youth: There is a logical and visible relationship between the initiative's mission, activities
and the youth it serves.

Who are your target youth?
How does serving youth with this set of characteristics relate to the purpose of the initiative?
How do you identify and recruit participants?

PA3 Activities: The initiative's mission shapes its structure and offerings.

How do your structure and your activities support and accomplish your mission?
How do all aspects of the initiative form a coherent strategy?

Organization and Management (Category 2)
Effective initiatives are well managed, work in collaboration with others and are committed to
continuous improvement

0M1 Leadership: The initiative maintains a strong, engaged, continuous and competent leadership.

How is senior staff, as well as the board or advisory committee, involved in setting direction;
maintaining a continuous improvement environment; and ensuring the highest standards of
performance?
Is there stable leadership? Examine the turnover rate of senior leadership.
How does the organization maintain continuous effectiveness when leadership changes?
How does the organization's leadership and staffing structure support meeting the initiative's purpose?
How does the leadership generate an atmosphere conducive to youth development?
How do the organization's leaders build community and other support?
How do leaders interact with staff and encourage respect and excellence?

0M2 Staff Development: The initiative incorporates staff development as a management strategy.

How do the initiative's goals influence the criteria used for hiring, evaluating and rewarding staff?
What are the qualifications for key staff positions? How do these criteria ensure a commitment to
positive youth development?
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How does the initiative invest in staff development and training? For which staff? Do you have a staff
development plan? What is it and how does it relate to your mission?
Is there staff continuity? What is your staff turnover rate? How does it compare with other organizations?
How do you measure staff satisfaction? What were your most recent results?
How is the staff involved in the design and improvement of the initiative?
How does the initiative foster staff awareness of diverse groups (including but not limited to: race,
gender, ethnicity, class, age, religion, sexual orientation, physical or mental ability)?
How does the initiative prepare staff to talk with youth about racism and discrimination? How does the
initiative promote ways for staff and leadership to explore and address institutional racism and
discrimination in your organization and with community partners (i.e., employers, higher education,
etc.)?

0M3 Collaboration: The initiative leverages resources through collaboration.

What collaborative ties has your initiative developed and what purpose does each serve?
How does the initiative relate to the larger community's goals and visions?
How do your collaborations relate to the initiative's mission and goals?
What additional collaborations might support your goals?

0M4 Continuous Improvement: The initiative is committed to a continuous improvement strategy.

Examine your management practices. Which contribute to your effectiveness and why?
How are your efforts for on-going improvement structured and implemented?
How does your initiative use information and data (for collection of data see Evidence of Success below)
to plan, manage and improve?
How are data shared among staff?
How are young people involved and how does their feedback inform improvement?
Who are your other stakeholders (employers, staff, labor unions, community leaders, others)? How do
you identify them and how do you involve them? What structures are in place to get their feedback and
to communicate back to them?

0M5 Funding: The initiative attracts stable and diverse funding.

How do you ensure that funding levels are sustained?
What different sources of financial and non-financial support do you utilize?
What efforts do you make to expand and increase support?
How do you leverage resources?
How do you communicate with funders to keep them apprized and to understand their goals and needs?

Youth Development (Category 3)
Effective initiatives consciously rely on youth development principles to identify activities and shape the
program environment, structure and operations.

YD1 Youth/Adult Relationships: The initiative nurtures sustained relationships between youth and caring,
knowledgeable adults.

What fraction of youths' time is spent in large groups with a single leader or teacher? In small groups?
In one-on-one interaction with adults? Without direct supervision?
How does the initiative foster positive and sustained relationships, both formal and informal, between
youth and adults (staff, community members, at the worksite, other)?
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How are these youth/adult relationships consciously used to promote youths' growth and development?
How are adults chosen, trained and supported to work effectively and compassionately with young
people? How do you ensure they understand and practice positive youth development?
How long do the youth/adult relationships last? Are they sustained after formal program participation?

YD2 Building Youths' Responsibility and Leadership Skills: The initiative engages youth in their develop-
ment and sets high expectations for them.

How does the initiative promote the highest expectations for all youth?
How does the initiative provide a consistent structure for participants?
Are youth provided with opportunities to exercise responsibility, assume leadership roles and make
valued contributions? How?
How does the program provide a safe and engaging environment, a place participants want to be?
How does the initiative positively engage youth in their community? Are youth provided opportunities
to perform community service?

YD3 Individual Focus and Age /Stage Appropriate Outlook: The initiative tailors the program experience
for each youth and also provides age and/or stage appropriate services for its participants.
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How does the initiative determine the individual needs, assets and goals of each youth and ensure that
they are addressed?
How does the initiative tailor its activities to different ages and/or stages of maturity of its participants?

YD4 Family and Peer Support: The initiative encourages positive relationships with family and peers.

How does the initiative involve or serve families (and/or others important in the youths' lives outside
the program)?
How does the initiative promote positive peer and peer group relations to support program attachment
and youth achievement and success?

YD5 Supportive Services and Opportunities: The initiative provides youth with supportive services and
opportunities beyond education and training.

What services and opportunities are important and/or beneficial to your participants? (Some examples
could be mental/physical health care, child care, transportation, recreational and cultural activities)
How do you identify these?
How do you provide or make these accessible?
Are there services and opportunities missing from your network? How could you add them?

YD6 Building Sense of Self and of Group: The initiative helps youth develop a sense of group member-
ship while fostering a sense of identity and self.

How does the initiative encourage personal development (such as self-awareness and esteem, life skills
development, other)?
How is the initiative sensitive to the diversity (racial, ethnic, gender, socio-economic, religious, sexual
orientation, age, physical or mental ability, other) of its participants? How does it promote tolerance?
How does the initiative promote cultural awareness and pride?
How does the initiative help youth understand the impact of covert and overt racism and other forms of
discrimination? How does it help youth navigate and combat racism and discrimination in the
community, educational institutions, workplace, etc.?
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Workforce Development (Category 4)
Effective initiatives emphasize the development of knowledge and competencies that lead to careers and
self-sufficiency and stress the connection between learning and work.

WD1 Career Awareness, Planning and Readiness: The initiative nurtures career awareness and embeds
career planning and readiness throughout the program.

What opportunities does the initiative provide to increase young people's knowledge of and access to
a range of jobs and education?
How does the initiative help young people gain skills and background necessary to make good
education and career decisions?
How does the initiative help prepare young people to enter the workplace?

WD2 Employer Engagement: The initiative ensures that employers are actively engaged in the initiative.

What resources and expertise do employers contribute to your workforce development efforts?
How does the initiative learn what employers need? Do the competencies gained by young people in the
initiative meet the requirements of employers?
Are there community -wide, employer-sponsored workforce development initiatives in your area? If so,
do you work with them? Do you connect with labor organizations and/or apprenticeship programs?

WD3 Work and Learning Connection: The initiative relates academic learning to real-life work issues
and situations, stresses active learning, and engages youth in challenging academic preparation.

Does the initiative provide challenging academic preparation for youth to meet high standards for
entry into careers and/or further education? What, if any, other organizations (public or private entities,
higher education, labor unions, etc.) do you link with to provide such preparation?
What types of challenging work-based and/or experiential learning opportunities do you offer?
What do you do to emphasize the connection between work and learning?

WD4 Competencies Emphasis: The initiative documents and communicates competencies gained by
young people.

Does the initiative incorporate competencies based on widely accepted standards, such as SCANS
competencies? Do you use any widely accepted system for occupation-specific competencies?
How does the initiative measure and document competency attainments of youth?
How does the initiative help youth understand and communicate the competencies they have gained?

WD5 Extended Follow-up: The initiative provides extended services and support.

In what ways does the initiative follow up on participants to track their progress? For how long? Is
this adequate?
In what ways do you provide support activities or continued contact for youth who have finished the
formal part of your program?
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Evidence of Success (Category 5)
Effective initiatives collect appropriate and credible data that enable them to document their operational
effectiveness and their ability to achieve desired outcomes.

ES1 Descriptive Data: The initiative collects information on its current operations, services
and participants.

What day-to-day information does the organization need to manage its operations?
How does your organization get this information now? How is that data organized?
What information do outside audiences, including funders, require?
What additional information would help the initiative understand its efforts better and help in
decision making?

ES2 Outcome Data: The initiative establishes measurable objectives that reflect its goals and collects and
communicates solid information about the results of its activities.

What outcomes are you currently measuring? Why have you chosen to measure these outcomes? How
do they relate to your mission and goals?
Do you collect information from stakeholders? How?
Are you now producing measures that correspond to each of the outcomes you are interested in? Why
do you use the measures you do?
Are there objectives or outcomes which seem important but hard to measure?
Do you measure youth development outcomes?
What program outcomes are reported? To whom?
How are participants better off as a result of your program? Write down and discuss the results
(numbers) for your most recent program year in each outcome area. Prepare a chart similar to the chart
on p. 37 (using your own appropriate outcomes) so that your impacts are understandable to those inside
and outside your agency.

ES3 Comparative Measures: The initiative seeks sources of comparative information and data.

How might the outcomes from this initiative compare with other interventions?
Are there outside standards or benchmarks you can apply in gauging the impacts of your program?
What available sources of information would permit the initiative to make useful comparisons of your
results with similar youth programs?
Have you had internal or external evaluation(s)?
What are some resources you could tap intofunding, community resources, othersto
conduct evaluation and/or utilize comparative information?

PEPNet Builder
Remember: Upon completing the Self Assessment, submit the PEPNet Builder Certification Form (p. 43).
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ES2: Sample Program Outcomes Chart
The following is a sample demonstrating how one
program may complete an outcomes chart. Please
note this is only an example that may be helpful to
you as you think about how to demonstrate mea-
surable outcomes. The outcomes, measures and

numbers you list will be particular to your initiative
and should relate to the mission, purpose, and
activities of your initiative. Make sure outcomes,
measures and numbers you list are clearly under-
standable to someone who does not know your
program.

These do not represent expected outcomes or milestones.

Outcome Measures for Program Period (fill in: 01/01/00- 06/01/00)

Number of Participants served During this Period: 222 Optional Comments
Outcomes Planned Actual How Measured

Completion of
program

85% 90% Entrance and graduation
dates entered into spread-
sheet tracking mechanism

Employed upon
program
completion

75% 60% 120 of 200 program
completers reported employ-
ment (100 private sector, 11
government, 9 non-profit)
upon completion

45% full time, 30%
part time (25% of
that in comb. with
ed)

Enrolled in post
secondary
training or
education at exit

40% of
those
leaving w/
a diploma

40% 80 of 200 program
completers enrolled in post
secondary programs

25% part time in
combination w/
employment

High school
diploma

55% of
those
entering
w/out
diploma

50% HS Diploma granted 125 did not have
GED or diploma on
entrance. 63 at-
tained diploma

Leadership
positions

25% 20% 30 of 150 "Teen Peers"
participants advanced to
leadership and training
positions

Retention in
positive activity
(ed/training and/
or job) after one
year.

80% 70% Contact from students (calls,
drop-bys) and calls to those
not contacting us. 70 of 100
program completers (01/01/
99-06/01/99).

Could not reach 10
youth

Rehabilitate
single-family
dwellings

15 homes 10
homes

Ten homes have been
rehabilitated and are on the
market or occupied.

Additional 9 cur-
rently under con-
struction.

Other(s) Remember, depending on
your initiative you will likely
have different outcomes than
those listed in this sample.
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Self Assessment Matrix
This is a tool to help you capture information as
you work through the PEPNet Self Assessment
questions. This matrix is an internal document that
will assist your initiative in completing the Self
Assessmentno one outside your organization
needs to see your results. We suggest using this
matrix as a tool for your benefitcut and paste,
reprint and reorganize the matrix to make it most
useful to your specific needs (it is also available
electronically on the Improvement Process page at
www.nyec.org/pepnet).

This tool contains a chart for each of the five
PEPNet categories, with each chart containing the

PEPNet criteria for that category. There is space to
note 1) a score of 1-4 if you decide you want to
rate your effectiveness in each criterion, 2) evi-
dence of strengths and weaknesses identified for
each criterion and 3) steps you plan to take for
continuous improvement regarding that criterion.
This matrix is not intended to stand alone; rather it
is a companion tool to help organize your
thoughts and capture your results as you complete
the Self Assessment. This tool will provide much
of the information requested on the Builder Certifi-
cation Form. It will also provide information you
can draw from when completing a PEPNet Appli-
cation.

Category 1: Purpose and Activities

Criteria Rating
(1-4)

Evidence of Strengths Evidence of Weaknesses Planned or proposed improvements

PA 1 Presents a
clear and
consistent mission

PA2 Logical and
visible relationship
between the
initiative's mission,
activities and the
youth it serves

PA3 Mission
shapes structure
and offerings
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Category 2: Organization and Management

Criteria Rating
(1-4)

Evidence of Strengths Evidence of Weaknesses Planned or proposed improvements

0M1 Maintains a
strong, engaged,
continuous and
competent
leadership

0M2 Incorporates
staff development
as a management
strategy

0M3 Leverages
resources through
collaboration

0M4 Is committed
to a continuous
improvement
strategy

0M5 Attracts
stable and diverse
funding
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Category 3. Youth Development

Criteria Rating
(1-4)

Evidence of Strengths Evidence of Weaknesses Planned or proposed improvements

YD1 Nurtures
sustained
relationships
between youth and
caring,
knowledgeable
adults

YD2 Engages
youth in their
development and
sets high
expectations for
them

YD3 Tailors
program
experience for each
youth and also
provides age and/
or stage appropri-
ate services for its
participants

YD4 Encourages
positive
relationships with
family and peers

YD5 Provides
youth with
supportive services
and opportunities
beyond education
and training

YD6 Helps youth
develop a sense of
group membership
while fostering a
sense of identity
and self
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Category 4: Workforce Development

Criteria Rating
(1-4)

Evidence of Strengths Evidence of Weaknesses Planned or proposed improvements

WD1 Nurtures
career awareness
and embeds career
planning and
readiness
throughout the
program

WD2 Ensures that
employers are
actively engaged
in the initiative

WD3 Relates
academic learning
to real-life work
issues and
situations; stresses
active learning;
engages youth in
challenging
academic
preparation

WD4 Documents
and communicates
competencies
gained by young
people

WD5 Provides
extended services
and support

_ -
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Category 5: Evidence of Success

Criteria Rating
(1-4)

Evidence of Strengths Evidence of Weaknesses Planned or proposed improvements

ES1 Collects
information on
current operations,
services and
participants

ES2 Establishes
measurable
objectives that
reflect goals and
collects and
communicates
solid information
about the results of
its activities

ES3 Seeks sources
of comparative
information and
data
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Thanks to Terry Grobe and the Corporation for Business, Work and Learning's Massachusetts Best Practices Network (a
state network modeled after PEPNet); the format for this document was drawn from their Self Assessment Matrix.
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PEPNet Builder Certification Form

PEPNet Builders are youth employment/development programs that have completed the PEPNet Self
Assessment as part of their commitment to continuous improvement.

Please place this form on top of your submission.

Name of Initiative

Name of Legal Entity responsible for Initiative, if different)

Address

City, State/Province, Zip

Contact Person and Title

Telephone Email

Fax Web site (if applicable)

Our program has completed its PEPNet Self Assessment and wishes to be designated a PEPNet Builder as
we engage in continuous improvement. I certify that the information provided in this certification is true
and available for public dissemination.

Signed Date

Please respond to the following five questions and return two copies of your submission to NYEC.
Your answers will certify that you undertook Self Assessment and formulated continuous improvement
plan(s) as a result. NYEC staff will review your response within one month of receipt; if complete, you will
receive PEPNet Builder designation.

National Youth Employment Coalition
1836 Jefferson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20036

I Note: if your organization houses several programs you may apply for Builder status for the entire organization or for the programs
separately your choice. However, to receive Builder status for any given entity, that entity must have undertaken the PEPNet
Self Assessment.
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1. Process and format. Describe how you implemented the PEPNet Self Assessment in your program. Be
sure to include who participated (staff, youth, board, other stakeholders) and how, and how long the
process took.

2.Findings. Describe 2-3 major findings (improvement areas and/or strengths) that resulted from the
PEPNet Self Assessment.
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3. Plans. How do you plan to use the results of the PEPNet Self Assessment for continuous improvement?
Which of the five PEPNet categories will you be concentrating on? How do you plan to communicate
your Self Assessment results to stakeholders and others?

4.Please attach a one paragraph description of your initiative.

5. Appendix: [NYEC and PEPNet are engaged in continuous improvement. We ask you, as a stakeholder,
for input regarding the Self Assessment procedure and materials. This response will have no bearing on
your Builder designation.] How was the PEPNet Self Assessment (and other PEPNet materials, if you used
them) helpful to you? How could it be improved?
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"The PEPNet
Award has
brought our
organization
international
attention and
this visibility
enabled us to
expand our

services around
the state.

People from all
over

practitioners,
policy makers,
funders and
others now
look to us as a
benchmark for
effective youth
development."

Mike
Buzbee, Gulf
Coast Trades
Center, New
Waverly, TX
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Notice of Intent to Apply

We have used the Pre-Application Exercise* and have decided to submit a PEPNet Application for
Recognition in 2001 (due April 19, 2001).

Name of Legal Entity Responsible for Initiative

Name of Initiative

Address

City, State/Province, Zip

Contact Name and Title

Telephone Fax

E-Mail

Return this form to NYEC no later than March 26, 2001 in order to apply in 2001.

Fax: (202) 659-0399
Email: pm@nyec.org

National Youth Employment Coalition
1836 Jefferson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20036

* The Pre-Application Exercise, an internal document to gauge your readiness to submit a PEPNet
Application, is available at www.nyec.org/pepnet on the Improvement Process page or by fax request
(202) 659-0399. All PEPNet Builders will receive this document from NYEC after receiving Builder
designation.
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Application Instructions
The PEPNet Application is the means for apply-
ing for 1) feedback from the PEPNet Peer Re-
viewers, 2) PEPNet designation as a Promising
Program and 3) the national PEPNet Award of
recognition as an effective program. Please read
these instructions carefully before completing
the application. (The entire PEPNet Application
is available for downloading in Word and
WordPerfect from www.nyec.org/pepnet.)

Eligibility

Any initiative involved in youth employment/
development serving young people ages 14-25
is eligible to apply for recognition. Applicants
chosen for public recognition by PEPNet must
be willing to serve as an information source on
effective practice. This may include hosting
visits, participating in workshops, answering
phone inquiries and providing additional
written materials.

Organizations with multiple initiatives may
submit PEPNet applications for one or more
initiative.

We strongly encourage programs to complete
the Self Assessmentyou will find that the
PEPNet Application questions will easily follow
from the information gained in a PEPNet Self
Assessment. Untested programs are urged to
wait until they have a track record and
evidence of success before they apply.

Before applying, we urge initiatives to use
the Pre-Application Exercise, a tool for internal
use to gauge readiness for applying. It is
provided by NYEC to all PEPNet Builders and
is also available on the Improvement Process
webpage at www.nyec.org/pepnet or by fax
request at (202) 659-0399.
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General Instructions

Submit the Intent to Apply (p. 49) to NYEC by
March 26, 2001.

Become familiar with the PEPNet Criteria (pp.
13-28) and with PEPNet's resources (see
PEPNet Knowledge Base on p. 5).

Complete the Application Cover Sheet (p. 55)
and answer the Application questions for the
initiative that is applying. Use the Initiative
Overview to give reviewers a snapshot of your
program; essentially just transcribe what you
say when someone asks what your program is.

If the initiative is part of a larger organization,
only include information about the parent
organization that directly bears on this
initiative. If the initiative is the sole program of
the organization, then information about the
whole organization is pertinent. Please clearly
distinguish when you are discussing the
nominated initiative and when you are
discussing the parent organization.

If the initiative also serves adults, make sure
your answers apply to the initiative's impact on
youth participants (ages 14-25).

Please explain all acronymns.

Content

Initiatives must demonstrate evidence of
effectiveness in all five PEPNet categories to
receive the PEPNet Award. However, we
recognize that some programs are doing more
in some specific criteria areas than in others.
Reviewers look at the whole program, its
cohesion and impact. Initiatives that
demonstrate evidence of effectiveness in
Purpose and Activities plus two other PEPNet
categories will be considered for Promising
Program status.

The reviewers are looking for evidence of
effectiveness in each category. This means you
need to provide specific examples of what your
program does. Evidence is measurable or
observable (tools, numbers, activities,
processes) and constitutes "proof" that the
initiative is meeting the criterion.
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Include the Criteria number before each answer
in your text as well as the specific question, to
make it easier for reviewers to read. (e.g.,
"PA la. Describe the specific purpose(s) this
program/initiative is intended to accomplish.
What made this purpose seem important in
your community?")

In all programs, elements overlap. If you have
fully discussed an aspect of your initiative in
one question, simply refer to that answer if it
provides evidence for another question (e.g.,
"see OM4c above").

For the Program Outcomes chart in ES2a, we
are asking you to tell us how the program
expected the youth and, if appropriate, the
community to be better off as a result of the
program's efforts; what the program's actual
achievements were; and how those
achievements were measured. The outcomes
listed in the first column should relate directly
to the program's mission and goals detailed
under Purpose and Activities. Depending on the
initiative, these might include job placements,
retention, diploma attainment, grade
advancement, enrollment in additional
education, attendance rate, housing built or
renovated or community projects completed,
etc. Make sure all outcomes, measures and
numbers you list are clearly understandable to
someone who does not know the program (as
reviewers will not). See the Sample Program
Outcomes chart, p. 37, for an example of how
to report measurable outcomes.

If the intiative has had a recent external
evaluation, include information from it as
evidence in response to the appropriate
questions. Reviewers will make their decision
based on your answers to the PEPNet
Application questions. They will look at an
attached evaluation (see ES3b) to verify what is
in the application and to add context to that
application.

Review the "tips" section below.
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Format

Applications MUST:

Be typed and double spaced
Have margins of at least 1 inch
Use a font no smaller than 12 point
Have all pages numbered and in order
Be 40 pages or less (optimal length is
25-35 pages)

ALL materials and attachmentsdirect answers
to questions and any supplementary materials
you includecount toward the 40-page limit with
the only exceptions being the following items:

The cover (signature) sheet (required)
A one-page organizational chart (required)
The initiative's latest evaluation report(s) under
Evidence of Success (optional)

If your application does not meet the above
format requirements, it will be disqualified.

Deadline/Submission

Please submit five (5) copies of your application
packet. The application must be received at the
offices of the National Youth Employment Coali-
tion (NYEC) no later than April 19, 2001. Faxed
or e-mailed copies will not be accepted.

No applications will be accepted after the
deadline.

Application Checklist:
Question responses address how program
is meeting EACH of the 2001 PEPNet
Criteria.
Application has been proofread and any
corrections made.
Pages are in correct order with cover
sheet on top.
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Some Additional Tips'

Drawing from reviewer suggestions, here are
some additional tips that can help as you prepare
your application:

Do not make assumptions. Write the
application to an audience that does not know
your acronyms, program standards, history or
activities. Reviewers opt out of reading
applications with which they believe they could
have a conflict of interest, so the reviewers
reading your application will not be familiar
with your initiative.

Take the time needed to do the job. This is not
something you can leave until the last minute
and do well.

Use the PEPNet '00 Reviewer Manual. Read
the PEPNet 2000 Reviewer Manual to inform
your preparation of your application. The
Manual will change slightly in 2001 to
accommodate some of the improvements we've
made to the application, but most of it will
remain the same. Reading this manual will
ensure that you know what reviewers will be
asked to look for as they assess applications
there are no secrets to this process. You will
want to particularly focus on Part III, the
Reviewer Guidelines for application content, as
this directs reviewers on assessing how your
application meets the PEPNet criteria. The
Manual is available on the Improvement
Process section of the PEPNet web site,
www.nyec.org/pepnet. (Make sure you

download the regular PEPNet Reviewer
Manual, rather than the Renewal Reviewer
Manual.)

Have someone outside the agency read the
application. Remember, reviewers will not
know your program. Several PEPNet Awardees
have found it helpful to have someone outside
the initiative read the application so that
questions a "stranger" might have can be
identified and answered. If you utilize an
outside reader, we suggest you ask that person
to review your draft application for content,
organization and clarity, asking questions such
as: Will reviewers be able to understand this
easily? Does it provide evidence of all the
PEPNet criteria for someone who does not
know this program? Does it read well and
make sense as a whole?

Use your allocated space wisely. Attaching
flyers and pictures is nice, but does not
substitute for hard facts and specific evidence
of how you are meeting the PEPNet criteria.

Provide data and statistics that reflect current
information. Use the most current data that
you have, not data from years ago.

Read the Application and do what it says!
Follow instructions carefully, utilize
background information (like these tips)
provided, answer the questions asked, and
submit all required materials. This sounds
simple, but it's a surprisingly common problem.

Peer Review

After a PEPNet Application is submitted, it
undergoes initial screening to ensure that the
application falls within format specifications. A
volunteer panel then reviews each application
to determine if it meets the PEPNet Criteria.
Panel members are youth employment
practitioners, researchers and policy makers
who know and understand youth programming.

Each review panel consists of three or four
reviewers who have attended a PEPNet
Reviewer Training Session. Each panel member
first reviews the application individually. The
panel members then meet to develop a
consensus regarding the recommendation for
the PEPNet Award or Promising Program status,
and to prepare comments to be sent to the

' Special thanks to Karine Kanikkeberg and Kathy Hegarty, PEPNet '00 Review Team Leaders; much of this section is drawn from the tips
they developed from their teams' experiences.
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applicant. The comments address both the
clarity and the content of responses and
provide suggestions for improvement.

Three outcomes are possible when results from
the Application are announced in August. All
applicants receive detailed feedback, regardless
of the results. Options:

Initiative not recognized.

Promising Program Designation. The
initiative is not recognized, but reviewers
find it meets PEPNet criteria for Purpose and
Activities and two other PEPNet categories.
PEPNet Awardee Recognition. Reviewers
find the application meets all 5 PEPNet
categories. Awardees are invited to a
national event in September in Washington,
DC to receive recognition.

Benefits of Recognition

External Validation
External validation from peers and international
recognition of effectiveness. Awardees tell us
this has been a major morale boost for staff,
youth and the community.
Acknowledgment as an exemplar of effective
practice, part of PEPNet's prestigious effective
practices network. Awardees use the PEPNet
recognition extensively in their funding
proposals.

Promotion, Publicity, Visibility
Attend PEPNet Awards Ceremony in
Washington, DC. (NYEC pays for one staff
person and one young person from each
Awarded initiative to attend.)
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Opportunities to promote the initiative through
PEPNet's activities and network. For example,
Awardees have testified before Congress,
hosted study tours and forums for national
policy makers and made presentations at
professional conferences.
Recognition in numerous national and local
publications.

Improve the Field
Contribute to the PEPNet Knowledge Base.
Serve as models, trainers and examples in
demonstrating "what works" and helping other
initiatives improve their effectiveness.
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2001 PEPNet Application Cover Sheet

The entire PEPNet Application is available for downloading in Word and WordPerfect
from www.nyec.org

This form must accompany your Application. Please place it on top of your submission.

Name of Initiative

Name of legal entity responsible for the Initiative

How long has this Initiative been in existence?

How long has the organization been in existence?

Name and title of Initative director

Name and title of contact person

Address

Telephone number Fax number

E-mail address Website

Number of pages attached

Maximum of 40 pages, double spaced (optimal length 25-35 pages). Margins 1 inch or more, 12 point font or larger. All
materials and attachmentsdirect answers to questions and any supplementary materialcount toward the page limit with
the only exceptions being:

This cover sheet (signature) form (required)
A one page organizational chart (required)
The initiative's latest evaluation report(s) under Evidence of Success (optional)

I hereby nominate the above initiative for PEPNet recognition. I verify that the information provided in
this application is true. I have read the application instructions and complied. I also agree that this
information is available for public dissemination. If the initiative is selected to be recognized, I agree to
make its most recent program and/or fiscal audit available on request, to participate in PEPNet work-
shops, training sessions and efforts to publicize PEPNet and to make my initiative available for site visits
and calls so that others may learn from this initiative.

Signed: Date:

Send Applications to:
National Youth Employment Coalition

1836 Jefferson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Applications must be received in the NYEC office by April 19, 2001 to be considered.
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PEPNet '01 Application Questions

Initiative Overview
Please provide a one-paragraph description of initiative.

Purpose and Activities (Category 1)

PAl Mission

a. Describe the specific purpose(s) this initiative is intended to accomplish. What made this
purpose seem important in your community?

b. Please relate a brief background/history of the initiative.
c. If the initiative is part of a larger organization, explain the relationship between the initiative and the

organization and how the initiative supports the organization's mission and goals.
d. Who is involved in developing or revising the initiative's mission and how is the mission

communicated to stakeholders?

PA2 Target Youth

a. Complete the following chart:

Characteristic: most recent "x" (fill in) cohorts in last "x" months
(Characteristics will be based on your programPEPNet has no specific requirements.
Examples might be out-of-school, low-income, etc)

% of program
participants

(add lines as needed)

b. Describe the methods used to identify and recruit participants. How does serving participants with
this set of characteristics relate to the purpose of the initiative?

PA3 Activities

a. Describe the key activities youth are engaged in as part of the initiative. How do these activities
support the overall purpose of the initiative?

b. Are there other aspects of the initiative that help achieve its mission? If so, please identify them.

Organization and Management (Category 2)

Attach a one-page organizational chart (required; not part of page limit).

OM] Leadership

a. What does your initiative do to ensure continuous, strong, engaged and competent leadership?
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0M2 Staff Development

a. Complete the following chart:

Key Staff
Position Title

Education
Qualifications

Desirable Prior
Experience

Other
Qualifications You
Stress in Hiring,

and Why

Average Tenure
of Incumbent Staff

in Position

(add lines as needed)

b. Describe the initiative's staff development and advancement opportunities. How do these activities
enhance staff capacities for achieving the goals of the initiative?

c. Does the initiative enable staff to explore and address issues of discrimination and institutional racism
within the initiative and in the community? How?

0M3 Collaboration

a. Describe the most important collaborative linkages you have developed for this initiative. What specific
purpose(s) do they serve? Why are these purpose(s) important for your initiative?

0M4 Continuous Improvement

a. Who are the stakeholders? How are they engaged in the initiative?
b. What are the components of the continuous improvement efforts and how are they implemented?
c. Give 1-2 examples of how the data and information produced are used to assess the program and

improve it. (See Evidence of Success below for collection of data.)

0M5 Funding

a. Complete the following chart.

Most recent completed operating year: (fill in dates)

a. Total budget (optional)

b. Total participants during this period (new + existing)

c. Sources of Financial Support % of budget Services funded Number of years given

Source A XX%

Source B (add lines as needed) XX%
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b. Complete the following chart.

Non financial support source Service(s) supported Number of years given

(add lines as needed)

c. What, if any, additional funding are you pursuing, and what program elements would they support?

Youth Development (Category 3)

YD1 Youth/Adult Relationships

a. How is each young person connected to adult(s) during the initiative and/or after completion?
b. How does the initiative prepare staff and other adults to promote the growth and development

of participants?

YD2 Building Youths' Responsibility and Leadership Skills

a. How does the initiative inspire youth to set high goals and achieve them?
b. How does the initiative promote youths' respect for themselves, their peers and the program?
c. As part of their experience in the initiative, do youth have chances to exercise responsibility or

leadership? How? Are youth provided opportunities to perform community service?
d. Describe a typical day for a young person in the initiative and/or describe the initiative from a young

person's perspective (e.g., what students like most and least about the program, what program aspects
graduates credit for their success, etc.).

YD3 Individual Focus and Age/Stage Appropriate Outlook

a. Describe how the initiative determines the individual needs, assets and goals of each youth and ensures
they are addressed.

b. Does the program tailor the mix of activities to the age(s) and/or stage(s) of development of the
participants? Describe.

YD4 Family and Peer Support

a. Does the initiative involve youths' family members (and/or others important in the youths' lives outside
the program) in positive ways? Describe.

b. Describe how the initiative builds on the strong influence of peers and peer groups.

YD5 Supportive Services and Opportunities

a. Describe how the initiative ensures that participants are provided with additional services, opportunities
and supports to meet their needs and build on their assets.

YD6 Building Sense of Self and of Group

a. Describe how the initiative engages young people in personal development.
b. In what ways does the diversity of the youth population (including but not limited to socio-economic,

racial, gender, cultural, ethnic, age, religion, sexual orientation, mental or physical ability, other)
influence the blend of services and activities offered?
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Workforce Development (Category 4)

WD1 Career Awareness, Planning and Readiness

a. How does the initiative increase young people's awareness of career and educational opportunities;
help youth make career and/or education decisions; and help youth become ready for the workplace?

WD2 Employer Engagement

a. Describe the full range of roles employers play in the initiative.
b. Describe how the initiative ensures the knowledge and competencies learned meet employers'

requirements.

WD3 Work and Learning Connection

a. How does the initiative provide challenging academic preparation for youth in connection with
workforce development? What, if any, other organizations do you link with to provide
this preparation?

b. Describe the experiential and/or work-based learning opportunities you provide.

WD4 Competencies Emphasis

a. How does the initiative measure and document competency attainments of youth? Do you use
any widely accepted measures of competency and standards as part of this documentation?

b. How does the initiative help youth understand and communicate the competencies they have gained to
employers, academic institutions and others?

WD5 Extended Follow-up

a. Does the initiative provide support and follow-up to youth on the job, in further education and training
and/or after they have finished the formal part of your initiative? For how long? In what manner?

Evidence of Success (Category 5)

ES1 Descriptive Data

a. How does the initiative collect and organize descriptive data? (For how the intitiatie uses data see 0M4
above.)

r: a
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ES2 Outcome Data

a. Complete the following chart:

Outcome Measures for Program Period: (fill in: xx/xx/xx to xx/xx/xx)

Number of Participants Served During this period:

Outcomes' Planned' Actual'? How Measured`

Outcome A

Outcome B

Outcome C

Outcome D

Etc.

KEY
a - Examples of outcomes could be, depending on the initiative: job placements, retention, diploma attainment, compe-
tency attainment, grade advancement, additional education or training, etc.
b - Use percentages or actual numbers of participants in this column.
c - Examples of measures could be, depending on the initiative: Program Data or MIS; Test results; Survey results; Partici-
pant Follow-up; Other
(See Sample Program Outcomes Chart, p. 37, for an example of how to report measurable outcomes.)

b. Why were these outcomes chosen? How do they relate to the overall purpose of the initiative?
c. To whom are outcomes routinely reported? (For how you use data see 0M4.)
d. Are there outcomes for young people that the initiative achieves but is not able to measure?

ES3 Comparative Measures

a. Do you collect comparative measures/data? If so, how?
b. Has your organization ever been evaluated externally and/or have you ever conducted a PEPNet Self

Assessment or other internal evaluation? If not discussed in OM4d, please describe here how you have
used information from such an evaluation to improve your initiative.

(NOTE: If applicable, please attach your latest evaluation; its executive summary; and/or pertinent sections
of that evaluation. If you are a PEPNet Builder, you may attach a copy of that certification form. These
attachments will NOT count toward the page limit for your PEPNet Application.)
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"We are
working better
and stronger
than we ever

have thanks in
large part to
PEPNet."

Sally Prouty,
Chief, Civilian
Conservation
Corps, Ohio

Department of
Natural

Resources
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Recommended References

National Youth Employment Coalition, Washington, DC. www.nyec.org (202) 659-1064.

PEPNet Knowledge Base, see p. 5.
Reading list for Institutional Racism: www.nyec.org/racism.htm

American Youth Policy Forum, Washington, DC. www.aypf.org (202) 775-9731.

More Things That DO Make a Difference for Youth: A Compendium of Evaluations of Youth
Programs and Practices, Vol. II.
Some Things DO Make a Difference for Youth: A Compendium of Evaluations of Youth
Programs and Practices.

DeWitt Wallace Reader's Digest Fund, New York, NY. www.wallacefunds.org (212) 251-9700.

New Rules, New Roles: Preparing All Young People for a Changing World. A Report on
Career Exploration and Preparation for Young People.

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD. www.quality.nist.gov (301) 975-2036.

Baldrige National Quality Program, 2000 Education Criteria for Performance Excellence.

Public/Private Ventures, Philadelphia, PA. www.ppv.org (215) 557-4400.

Youth Development: Issues, Challenges and Directions.

Sar Levitan Center for Social Policy Studies, Baltimore, MD. www.levitan.org (410) 516-7169.

The 21st Century Challenge: Moving the Youth Agenda Forward.
Confronting the Youth Demographic Challenge: The Labor Market Prospects of Out-of-
School Young Adults.

Youth Development and Research Fund, Gaithersburg, MD. www.teamyouth.com (301) 216-2050.

The Young Adult's Guide to "Making It."

Specifically For WIA Youth Councils:

WIA Youth Policy Councils: Key to the Future for a Generation of Challenge. Sar Levitan
Center for Social Policy Studies, Baltimore, MD. www.levitan.org (410) 516-7169.
Youth Council Toolkit. New York Association of Training and Employment Professionals,
Albany, NY. www.nyatep.org (518) 465-1473.
Youth Council Guide to Creating a Youth Development System Under WIA. John J. Heidrich
Center for Workforce Development, New Brunswick, NJ. www.heldrich.rutgers.edu
(732) 932-4100.
School-to-Work Intermediary Project. Jobs for the Future, Boston, MA and New
Ways Workers National, San Francisco, CA. www.intermediaryproject.org
(617) 728-4446 or (415) 995-9860.
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PEPNet Awardees 1996-2000
ACE/Jobs For Youth, New York, NY, SCAN, Inc.

Arizona Call-A-Teen Youth Resources, Phoenix, AZ

Baltimore City Fire Cadet Program, Baltimore, MD, Baltimore City Office of Employment Development

BladeRunners Program, Vancouver, British Columbia, Community Development Unit, Province of

British Columbia, Canada

Bucks County "Treasures and the Law," Bucks County Office of Employment and Training,

Doylestown, PA

Career Academy, Baltimore, MD, Baltimore City Office of Employment Development

Career Exploration Project, New York, NY, Center for Alternative Sentencing and Employment

Services (CASES)

Career Link Academy, Seattle, WA, South Seattle Community College

Casa Verde Builders Americorps YouthBuild Program, Austin, TX, American Institute

for Learning

Cassadaga Job Corps Center, Cassadaga, NY, Global Associates

Central County Occupational Center/Program, San Jose, CA

CITE of Rochester/Monroe County, Rochester, NY, Arbor, Inc.

Civic Works, Baltimore, MD

Columbus Works, Inc., Columbus, OH

Communities and Schools for Career Success, Boston, MA, Corporation for Business, Work

and Learning

Community Youth Corps, Norwalk, CA, Southeast Los Angeles County Private Industry Council, Inc.

Crispus Attucks YouthBuild, York, PA, Crispus Attucks Community Development Corporation

David L. Carrasco Job Corps Center, El Paso, TX, Texas Educational Foundation, Inc.

Delaware Valley Job Corps Center, Callicoon, NY, Career Systems Development Corporation

Denison Job Corps Center, Denison, IA, Management & Training Corporation

Diploma Plus, Boston, MA, Corporation for Business, Work and Learning

F.E.G.S. Education & Career Services, New York, NY

Fresh Start, Baltimore, MD, Living Classrooms Foundation

Genesee County Adolescent Vocational Exploration Program, Batavia, NY,

Genesee County Job Development Bureau

Goodwill Toronto's Community Youth Program, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Gulf Coast Trades Center, New Waverly, TX

Hubert H. Humphrey Job Corps Center, St. Paul, MN, Vinnell Corporation

Juma Ventures, San Francisco, CA

Lansing Area Manufacturing Partnership, Lansing, MI, UAW, General Motors, and Ingham

Intermediate School District
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Linking Learning to Life, Burlington, VT

Los Angeles Conservation Corps, Los Angeles, CA

Manufacturing Technology Partnership, Flint, MI, UAW/General Motors Flint Metal Center

Mayor's Youth Employment and Education Program, San Francisco, CA

McKesson Summer Youth Development Program, San Francisco, CA,

McKesson Corporation

Milwaukee Community Service Corps, Milwaukee, WI

Moving Up Career Advancement Program, New York, NY, Vocational Foundation, Inc.

MY TURN, Inc. (Massachusetts Youth Teenage Unemployment Reduction Network), Brockton, MA

New Jersey Youth Corps of Camden County/The Work Group, Pennsauken, NJ

Ohio Civilian Conservation Corps, eight locations across OH, Ohio Department of Natural Resources

Pittsburgh Job Corps Center, Pittsburgh, PA, Res-Care, Inc.

Project Future, Philadelphia, PA, Metropolitan Career Center

Project Opportunity, Alexandria, VA, Bryant Adult/Alternative High School, Fairfax County

Public Schools

Re-Integration of Offenders - Youth (RIO-Y) Project, Austin, TX, Texas Youth Commission

San Jose Job Corps Center, San Jose, CA

Stanley M. Isaacs Neighborhood Center Youth Employment Program, New York, NY

STRIVE/East Harlem Employment Service, New York, NY

Summer Works! Project-based Learning & Career Development, Bakersfield, CA, Kern

High. School District - Career Resource Division

Summer Works! School-based, Work-based & Service-learning, Bakersfield, CA,

Employers' Training Resource (JTPA) and Kern High School District-Career Resource Division

Texaco STARS Program, Bakersfield, CA, Texaco North American Production, Kern River Unit

URI/GAP JTPA Summer Employment Initiative, Providence, RI, URI /Providence School

Partnership Program

Work Appreciation for Youth (WAY), Dobbs Ferry, NY, The Children's Village, Inc.

YouthBuild Detroit, Detroit, MI, Young Detroit Builders

YouthBuild McLean \County, Bloomington, IL

YouthBuild Philadelphia Charter School (Philadelphia Youth For Change Charter

School), Philadelphia, PA

Youthbuild Phoenix, Phoenix, AZ, City of Phoenix Human Services Department

YouthBuild Rockford, Rockford, IL, Midwest Correctional Services, Inc.

Youth Connections of Southeast Minnesota, Rochester, MN, Southeast Minnesota Private

Industry Council

Youth Internship Program. New York. NY, Young Adult Learning Academy

A 2-3 page case study of each program is available at www.nyec.org/pepnet
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National Youth Employment Coalition

Contributing Members
as of 11/20/00

Abt Associates, Inc.
Academy for Educational Development
Arizona Call-A-Teen Youth Resource
Boys and Girls Clubs of America
Brandeis University, Center for Law and

Social Policy (CLASP)
Communities In Schools of Philadelphia
Contra Costa County Office of Youth

Development Services
Corporation for Business, Work and Learning
Corporation for Public Management
Covenant House New York
Earle C. Clements Job Corps Center
Empire State Organization of Youth

Employment Services
Girls Inc.
Goodwill Industries
Greater Long Beach Workforce

Development Board
Gulf Coast Trades Center
Houston Works
Hubert H. Humphrey Job Corps Center
John J. Heidrich Center for Workforce

Development
KRA Corporation
Mayor's Office of Workforce

Development (Chicago)
MINACT
MY TURN, Inc.
National Association of Community

Action Agencies
National Child Labor Committee
National Council of La Raza
National Network for Youth
New Ways Workers
New York Association of Training &

Employment Professionals
New York Citywide School to Work Alliance
OICs of America
OIC West
Public/Private Ventures
Res Care
Richmond Career Advancement Center
Rocky Mountain Youth Corps
San Bernardino Co. JESD
Santa Cruz County Career Works
Southend Community Services, Inc.
Spirit of Detroit Youth Opportunity Movement
State of Nevada, Employment, Training

& Rehabilitation
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Strumpf Associates: Center for Strategic Change
Training and Development Corporation
Trans Center for Youth, Inc.
West Orange County Regional One Stop Center
Women in Community Service
Work Opportunities Unlimited
Workplace, Inc. The

Regular Members
as of 11/20/00

Advocates for Children of New York
Alternative Schools Network
American Institute for Learning
American Youth Policy Forum
ARBOR, Inc.
Baltimore Mayor's Office of Employment

Development, Youth Services Div.
Bicycle Action Project, Inc.
Boston Workforce Development Coalition
Boys and Girls Clubs of America
Broward Employment & Training Administration
Bryant Adult/Alternative High School
Bucks County Office of Employment & Training
California Workforce Association
California Indian Manpower Consortium
Career Link Academy/South Seattle

Community College
Center for Alternative Sentencing & Employment

Services (CASES)
Center for Employment Training
Central County Occupational Center/Program
Children's Defense Fund
Citizens Advice Bureau/Girls Club
City of Oklahoma City Workforce Development

Youth Services
City of Phoenix, Youth Build Phoenix
City of Richmond YouthWORKS
City of Seattle
Columbus Works
Community Planning & Advocacy Council, The
Community Youth Corps
Comprehensive Community Solutions, Inc.

(YouthBuild Rockford)
Council of Chief State School Officers
County of Kern
County of Riverside EDA-Job Training
Covenant House California
Covenant House International
Covenant House New Jersey
Department of Community Colleges and

Workforce Development, State of Oregon

5 *NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION



National Youth Employment Coalition

Regular Members
(continued)

Department of Economic Opportunity, City
of Jersey

Economic Development and
Community Resources

Employers' Training Resource
Employment & Training Centers
Enterprise for High School Students
EW Communications
FEGS
Fresh Air Fund
Fund for the City of New York
General Board of Church & Society of the United

Methodist Church
Good Shepherd Services
Goodwill Industries of Central Indiana, Inc.
Greater Omaha Workforce Development
Home Builders Institute
Jobs for the Future
Jobs for Youth Boston, Inc.
Jobs Training & Services, Inc.
Juma Ventures
Kern High School District
KMY Consulting
Larkin Street Youth Center
Living Classrooms Foundation
Los Angeles Conservation Corps
MCCOY, Inc.
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation
Marriott Foundation for People with Disabilities
Mayor's Office of Community

Services (Philadelphia)
Metropolitan Career Center
Minnesota Youth Programs
Mobile Consortium/Private Industry Council
National Academy Foundation
National Alliance of Business
National Association of Workforce Boards
National Association of Service and

Conservation Corps
National Center for Strategic Nonprofit Planning

and Community Leadership
National Center for Youth Law
National Center on Education and the Economy
National Crime Prevention Council
National League of Cities
National Mentoring Partnership
National Puerto Rican Forum
National Urban League
New York City Job and Career Center
Northwest Workforce Development Council

PEPINEr 2000 CRITERIA WORKBOOK
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Nueva Esperanza, Inc.
Oakland Private Industry Council
Ohio Department of Natural Resources-

Civilian Conservation Corps
Opportunities For A Better Tomorrow
Palm Beach County Workforce Development

Board, Inc.
Pima County Workforce Development Board
Prince George's County Private Industry Council
Philadelphia Workforce

Development Corporation
Philadelphia Youth Network, Inc.
San Diego Workforce Partnership
San Francisco Youth Employment Coalition
Sar Levitan Center at John Hopkins University
School and Main, The Health Institute, Inc.
SE Works Neighborhood Jobs Center
Southeast Minnesota Private Industry Council
Stanley M. Isaacs Neighborhood Center
Star Mountain, Inc.
State of New Hampshire, Department

of Education
STEP, Inc.
STRIVE - East Harlem Employment Service
Sunnyside Community Services
Tampa Metropolitan YMCA Youth Opportunity
Technical Assistance and Training Corporation
Texas Youth Commission
United Friends of the Children Bridges
United Neighborhood Houses of New York, Inc.
Urban League of Greater Madison
Urban Solutions, Inc.
U.S. Conference of Mayors
Vocational Foundation, Inc
Valpar International Corporation
WAVE, Inc.
West County Community Services
WESTAT
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Work Advantage-Tarrant County Workforce

Development Board
Work Group, The
Workforce Florida, Inc.
Worksystems, Inc.
YMCA of the USA
YMCA of Metropolitan Milwaukee
Young Adult Learning Academy
Youthbuild Phoenix, City of Phoenix
Youth Build USA
Youth Development and Research Fund
Youth Resource Development Corporation
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PEPNetWorking Group 1999 -2000
Howard Knoll, U.S. Department of Labor, ETA, Region I, New York, NY

Chair, PEPNet Working Group

Maryann Amore, MPA Associates, Philadelphia, PA
Mike Buzbee, Gulf Coast Trades Center, New Waverly, TX
Marie Coon, Career Link Academy, Seattle, WA
Ed De Jesus, Youth Development and Research Fund, Gaithersburg, MD
Glenn Eagleson, New Ways Workers, San Francisco, CA
Kathy Hegarty, MY TURN, Inc., Brockton, MA
Jo Ann Jastrzab, Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge, MA
Karen Johnson, National Conference of State Legislators, Washington, DC
Barbara Kaufmann, Institute for Educational Leadership, Washington, DC
Kerry Knodle, Youth Build Rockford, Rockford, IL
Bernice Lever, Arizona CALL-A-TEEN, Phoenix, AZ
Keith MacAllum, Academy for Educational Development, Washington, DC
David MacKenzie,* Hubert Humphrey Job Corps Center, St. Paul, MN
Gail Randolph, Nueva Esperanza, Philadelphia, PA
Sally Prouty, Ohio Civilian Conservation Corps, Columbus, OH
Bob Rath,* Southend Community Services, Inc., Hartford, CT
Deb Reese, The Work Group, Camden, NJ
Lane Roos, Texas Youth Commission, Austin, TX
Nancy Rose, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, DC
Tom Smith, Consultant, Philadelphia, PA
Ellen Wernick, EW Communications, Washington, DC
Joan Wills, Institute for Educational Leadership, Washington, DC
Ephraim Weisstein, Corporation for Business, Work and Learning, Boston, MA

* Subgroup chairs

NYEC Executive Committee 2001
Steve Trippe, Chair

Executive Director, New Ways to Work
Joseph Scantlebury, Vice Chair

Executive Director, STRIVE New York
Lori Strumpf, Vice Chair

Director and President, Strumpf and Associates: Center
for Strategic Change

Glenda Partee, Secretary
Co-Director, American Youth Policy Forum

Tom Flood, Treasurer
Executive Vice President, Corporation for Public
Management

Joan Wills, Immediate Past Chair
Director, Center for Workforce Development
Institute for Educational Leadership

6 7

Members At-Large
Tim Barnicle

Director, Workforce Development Program
National Center On Education & The Economy

Ivan Charner
Vice President, Academy for Educational Development
Director, National Institute for Work and Learning

Howard Knoll
Regional Director Youth Services
U.S. Department of Labor, Region I

Robert Lewison
Manager, San Diego Workforce Partnership

Felicia Miller
Assistant Program Manager, Riverside County Economic
Development Agency

Monte Perez
Education Director, Youth Build USA

Sally Prouty
Chief, Ohio Department of Natural Resources, CCC

Deborah Reese
President, The Work Group
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